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With liberalization and deregulation, the Georgian economy has taken
off in recent years

Source: World Bank Doing Business 2006 and Doing Business 2009; Department of Statistics of Georgia

Background

World Bank Ease of Doing Business
Ranking, 2005 and 2008

Nominal GDP
US$ billions, 2004-2008

Georgia
rises from
112 to 15

in Rankings

26%
CAGR
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Both foreign and domestic investment have boomed, as investors have
tapped into the growing market opportunities

Source: Department of Statistics of Georgia

Background

Total Private Capital Inflows
US$ millions, 2004-2008

Net FDI Inflows
US$ millions, 2004-2008

27%
CAGR

57%
CAGR
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However, most FDI has flowed into domestic infrastructure & services –
as happens naturally when assets are privatized and demand takes off

Composition of FDI by Sector, 2008

Domestic
Infrastructure
& Services
-86%

Industry &
Agriculture
-14%

Natural result of
asset sales and
domestic growth –
if investors want to
tap into these
opportunities, they
have no choice but
to invest in Georgia

More challenging –
need to convince
investors that it
makes sense to
produce in Georgia
rather than import
from elsewhere

Source: Department of Statistics of Georgia

Background
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With investment flowing into infrastructure and services, and little into
production, the trade gap has widened and employment has stagnated

Source: Department of Statistics of Georgia

Exports and Imports
US$ billions, 2004-2008

Exports:
22% CAGR

Imports:
32% CAGR

Deficit

Employed and Unemployed
Millions, 2003-2007

Employed:
-2% CAGR

Unemployed:
3% CAGR

Background
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The Government therefore asked the World Bank Group’s Investment
Climate Advisory Services (ICAS) to conduct a quick analysis of the
competitiveness of Georgia’s agribusiness & manufacturing sectors

Project Rapid preliminary assessment of competitiveness of agribusiness and
manufacturing sectors in Georgia

Desired
outcomes

• To quickly identify the most promising sectors where the government and other
players should focus their attention - rather than analyzing all sectors in depth, to
quickly identify the most competitive sectors for further analysis and intervention

• To make an initial identification of the issues holding back growth in these
sectors and the types of actions that the government and other players may be
able to take to accelerate growth – again, these actions will need further
elaboration, but this report should provide pointers for further study

Key
Questions

Which agribusiness and manufacturing sectors in Georgia have the most potential
for growth and employment generation – given:
•Local, regional and global supply and demand conditions?
•Georgia’s relative competitive position in terms of factor costs, skills, resources,
market access and so on?
•Their potential impact on Georgia’s employment and balance of trade?

Timeline &
Resources

1 month, utilizing global competitiveness expert – full competitiveness assessment
will clearly require longer, but aim is to maximize efficiency by first identifying most
promising sectors and then focusing analysis on specific constraints and solutions
in these sectors

Objectives
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The Government initially proposed 3 priority sectors for analysis; after
stakeholder input, the ICAS team decided to include other manufacturing
sectors

Sectors to be evaluated

• Secondary agribusiness
production

• Paper
• Mechanical sectors,

particularly automotive

Original Scope

Sectors Subsectors Rationale

• Agribusiness • Wine
• Nuts
• Tea
• Vegetables
• Fruit
• Meat & Dairy
• Fish & Sea Products
• Grains & Pulses

• Sectors where Georgia
traditionally had
significant exports
and/or where large
enterprises employed
significant numbers

• Traditional
Industries

• Automotive Equipment
• Aircraft Equipment
• Railway Equipment
• Shipbuilding
• Wood & Pulp
• Glass Packaging

• New
Industries

• Apparel (& other skilled
manual operations)

• Construction Materials
• Pharmaceuticals & Medical

Devices
• Plastic & Paper Packaging

• Sectors where regional
or global demand
growth suggest
opportunity

Revised Scope

Scope
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To evaluate the competitiveness of these sectors, the preliminary
analysis has drawn on three primary sources of information

Stakeholder
interviews

• The ICAS team met and interviewed more than 50 stakeholders with insight on each of
the sectors: government ministers, policy-makers and advisers; donors; chambers of
commerce and business organizations; individual enterprises in each of the sectors

• The team also conducted site visits to key enterprises in each sector in Tbilisi, Kutaisi,
Batumi, Poti, and elsewhere

• During the interviews, the team collected information on current trends in each of the
sectors and Georgia’s competitive position relative to alternate locations

• A full list of organizations visited and interviewed can be found in the appendix

Existing
reports and
studies

• The team reviewed and consulted more than 70 existing reports by government
agencies, donors, industry associations and others - on Georgia's overall economic
performance, as well as studies of specific sectors and competitiveness factors

• A full list of reports and studies reviewed can be found in the appendix

Data
analysis

• The team collected and analyzed key data that provides indicators of potential market
opportunity and relative competitiveness in each target sector:
―Export data for Georgia and neighboring countries
―Import data for Georgia and neighboring countries
―FDI data for Georgia and neighboring countries
―Import data for major regional blocs (EU and CIS)
―Key competitiveness drivers for Georgia and relevant competing countries in each

sector: factor costs, skills supply, business environment, etc.

Approach
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Each sector was then evaluated against the following criteria

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this product in

major global markets (EU, CIS, Mid-East, etc.)?
1-5  Data on imports and consumption in key global markets

• Is there good import substitution potential for
this product in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1-5  Data on imports and consumption in Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 1-5  Data showing rising global prices, and/or attractive local prices

• Is supply from key competitors being constrained? 1-5  Data on declining exports from competing countries, and underlying reasons

• Is the market opportunity attractive? 1-5 • Weighted average of scores on 4 questions above
• Are there existing enterprises successfully

competing in this sector in Georgia?
1-5  Examples of successful firms in the sector already in Georgia

• Does Georgia have better cost factors (labor,
infrastructure, taxes) than key competitors?

1-5  Labor, property, utility, taxes and other costs relative to key competitors

• Does Georgia have resources or other natural
advantages?

1-5
 Natural resources, climactic conditions or other factors that benefit Georgia

relative to key competitors
• Does Georgia have market access advantages

(due to location, logistics or trade deals)?
1-5

 Trade agreements, location or infrastructure advantages that benefit Georgia
relative to key competitors

• Does Georgia have the skill base to compete in
this sector?

1-5
 Georgia’s supply of key skill sets needed in this sector relative to key

competitors
• Are any barriers to competitiveness in this sector

relatively simple to remove?
1-5

 Estimate of time or resources or political will required to remove any major
barriers (infrastructure, skills, policies)

• Can Georgia be competitive? 1-5 • Weighted average of scores on 6 questions above
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs, incomes,

exports, etc.?
1-5

 Relative size of sector in terms of export revenues, job creation, value-add,
etc.

• Are we aware of prospects already interested in
this sector in Georgia?

1-5  Examples of companies in this sector already making inquiries in Georgia

• Will focus on this sector generate impact? 1-5 • Weighted average of scores on 2 questions above

Overall Evaluation: 1-5 • Weighted average of scores on all 12 questions

Sector Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Key:
5 =

Very positive

4 =

Positive

3 =

Neutral

2 =

Negative

1 =

Very negative

Note: weightings for each criteria can be adjusted depending on priorities; analysis presented in this report assumes equal weight for each criteria;
we tested alternate weightings (e.g. more emphasis on competitiveness, less on impact) but results did not change significantly

Approach
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Overall findings and conclusions
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Based on the data analysis, interviews and existing reports, the relative
competitive potential of each sector has been assessed as follows

Sector

Market
Attractiveness

Georgia Competitiveness Likely
Impact Overall

Export
market

Import Sub
market

Good
prices

Competitor
constraints

Existing
investors

Cost
factors

Natural
advantages

Market
access

Skill base
Limited
barriers

FDI
impact

Likely
prospects

Wine 2.8 4.5 4.5 3.92
4 2 3 2 5 4 5 5 4 4 5 4

Fruit
3.3 4.5 5.0 4.17

5 3 3 2 5 4 5 5 4 4 5 5

Vegetables
3.3 4.3 4.5 4.00

4 3 3 3 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 4

Nuts
1.8 4.3 4.5 3.50

3 1 2 1 5 4 5 5 4 3 5 4

Tea
1.3 2.3 2.5 2.00

2 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 4 1 4 1

Fish & Sea
products

4.0 3.5 2.5 3.50
4 4 4 4 2 3 5 5 2 4 2 3

Meat & Dairy
2.5 2.7 3.5 2.75

1 4 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 2 3 4

Grains &
Pulses

2.3 2.2 1.5 2.08
1 4 3 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 1

Wood & Pulp
2.3 2.7 2.5 2.50

2 4 2 1 3 2 4 3 3 1 3 2

Evaluation Key:
5 =

Very positive

4 =

Positive

3 =

Neutral

2 =

Negative

1 =

Very negative

Agribusiness/Forest Products

Most promising manufacturing sectors
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Relative competitive potential of each sector (continued)

Sector

Market
Attractiveness

Georgia Competitiveness Likely
Impact Overall

Export
market

Import Sub
market

Good
prices

Competitor
constraints

Existing
investors

Cost
factors

Natural
advantages

Market
access

Skill base
Limited
barriers

FDI
impact

Likely
prospects

Plastic &
Paper Pack’g

3.0 4.3 2.0 3.50
1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 3 5 1 3

Glass
Packaging

2.0 3.2 2.0 2.58
1 4 2 1 4 2 4 4 4 1 1 3

Automotive
Equipment

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.00
2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 2

Railway
Equipment

2.3 2.5 2.5 2.42
1 3 1 4 2 4 2 4 2 1 3 2

Aircraft
Equipment

2.3 2.7 2.5 2.50
3 1 4 1 3 4 2 3 3 1 3 2

Shipbuilding
1.5 2.3 1.5 1.92

2 1 2 1 1 4 3 3 2 1 1 2

Construction
Materials

3.5 4.2 5.0 4.08
2 5 3 4 5 4 4 5 3 4 5 5

Apparel, etc.
3.0 4.3 5.0 4.00

5 1 2 4 5 4 3 5 4 5 5 5

Pharma &
Med Devices

3.3 4.0 3.0 3.58
3 5 4 1 4 5 3 5 3 4 2 4

Evaluation Key:
5 =

Very positive

4 =

Positive

3 =

Neutral

2 =

Negative

1 =

Very negative

Manufacturing

Most promising manufacturing sectors
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Based on this analysis, ICAS recommends that government, donors
and other players focus attention particularly on the following sectors

Sector Rationale

Fruit
 Traditional leading exports of Georgia; while main historical market (Russia) now closed,

alternate markets (rest of former USSR, plus European Union) are larger and higher income
 In the case of fruit and vegetables, despite assets, Georgia has become importer in recent

years – opportunity exists to produce for local market, as well as export
Georgia has production basics (orchards, vineyards, etc.) and underlying know-how. All cost

factors are favorable vs. alternate locations. Main weaknesses are small scale & inconsistent
quality/standards, but attracting more large-scale investors is key to changing this

 Very high employment impact

Vegetables

Wine

Construction
Materials

Despite global slowdown, construction sector in Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia (GAA)
likely to remain relatively robust due to oil and gas, infrastructure and public sector projects

Most larger volume, lower value materials make sense to manufacture in region vs. import
(aggregates, metal/wood/plastic components, stone and ceramic, electrical, etc.)

Georgia has best cost factors, logistics position and business environment for serving GAA
market, and some key raw materials. Several investors in Georgia already targeting
opportunity – cement, gypsum, metal components, windows and doors, electrical parts, etc.

 Significant employment impact

Apparel, etc.

 Turkish firms have relationships/trust with major buyers, but face rising costs and labor
shortages; therefore looking for expansion locations

Georgia offers competitive cost factors (labor, utilities, real estate, taxes), privileged access
to EU (and potentially US) markets, plus proximity and familiarity

 Some historical skill-base, albeit limited
 Very high employment impact

Pharma &
Medical
Devices

 Like construction materials, significant market in Caucasus and Central Asia, with growing
demand for lower-cost generics

 Tough competition from India and China, but existing Georgia-based producers appear to
compete with combination of cost, quality/image, market relationships/language, etc.

Most promising manufacturing sectors
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While beyond the scope of this project, the team also noted significant
potential for export and job generation in non-manufacturing sectors

Sector Rationale

Exportable
Services

Given barriers to many manufacturing sectors (subscale market; limited natural resources and
space; logistics constraints – large part of border closed to traffic; conflict risk), makes sense
in general to focus on services

 Thanks to success of India, every country/region is now marketing “offshore” services: IT
programming, business process management, call centers, etc. It is crowded market, and
Georgia is too small to be major supplier to EU or US

 But with high education levels, multilingual population, pro-business environment, there is
potential to become services hub for region (like Costa Rica for Latin America) – call centers,
finance, HR, engineering, architecture, etc., for Caucasus, Central Asia, Turkey, Iran

Logistics /
Transport
Services

 As natural entry/exit point between Caucasus, Central Asia and rest of world, Georgia should
also be logistics and transport services hub for the region: inbound/outbound shipping, rail
and road services; air-cargo hub; transshipment and intermodal hubs, etc.

 Plans for development of Poti Port, Tbilisi Aviation Park, rail and road corridors reflect this

Tourism

Conflict-image issues are serious constraint, but tourism should be largest industry in
Georgia: tourism is the largest industry in the world and the fastest growing in absolute terms,
and clearly the most important sector in similar countries (Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria, Egypt,
etc.) blessed with Mediterranean climate, ancient civilization, spectacular mountains etc.

Utilities
With connector to Turkey, projects to export hydro-electricity to Turkey are already under

development. Given natural resources and liberalized utility sector, could be more of the
same, with significant export revenue potential – power, and even water exports

Primary
Process
Industries

Government said that current study does not need to cover primary processing industries like
metallurgy and petrochemicals, since investment in these sectors is taking off anyway

Nevertheless, important to note (given oil and gas pipelines, energy supply, mineral deposits,
existing metallurgy cluster, favorable business environment and position as gateway to/from
Caucasus/Central Asia) that these sectors could also be major contributors to export
revenues and job creation

Non-manufacturing sectors
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Specific barriers to be addressed in each sector are identified in the
sector analyses, but one cross-cutting weakness stands out

Weakness Observations

Education

 The single most important factor driving investment decisions today is the sustainable supply
of skills. It is what keeps many industries in high-cost locations like Silicon Valley or London
or Munich; it is what attracts IT operations to India and Ireland; and it is what maintains
Israel’s agriculture exports or Turkey’s textile exports, despite high wages

With 100% literacy and a historical reputation, skills should be a major asset for Georgia,
But by all accounts, they are not: quality of technical graduates has virtually decreased.

 Particularly in Georgia's traditional engineering sectors (auto, aircraft, trains and ship-
building), the main reason why investors might choose to invest would be if there were a
strong skill-base of engineering skills which gives Georgia a head-start over alternate
locations – the factories themselves and the products are so out-dated that they are of
virtually no value. But with all the engineers and management at these factories over 50
years in age, and no new generation coming up, there is very little case for investment

 Even in sectors where other factors may be the main motive (e.g. climate and growing
conditions for wine, fruit and vegetables; labor costs and market access for apparel), lack of
technical personnel will slow sector growth and reduce the benefits to Georgia. If investors
have to import the more specialist technicians (e.g. production engineers, chemists, agro-
engineers), this means immediate lost income for Georgia, but also limits the ability to move
up the value chain and generate higher incomes from these sectors

 Because of the critical link to long-term competitiveness, governments all over the world tend
to invest in education. Even in countries where the private sector provides most higher
education, the government plays a major role in stimulating production of science and
engineering graduates (through direct subsidies, government-funded R&D programs,
promoting science and engineering to school children, etc.)

Unless Georgia does the same, it will be unable to retain industries like heavy engineering,
and it will get limited value from sectors like agribusiness, apparel and pharmaceuticals

Cross-cutting issues
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Other cross-cutting themes are also evident

Issue Observations

Promotion
(internal and
external)

 In many sectors, there is no need for special government incentives or support; investors just
need to be made aware of the opportunities and potential non-commercial risk mitigation
instruments

 For example there are many areas where increased local production requires relatively
limited investment or simple technology, well within the capacity of local investors (e.g. in
vegetable and fruit processing for export; or in dairy and meat production for the local
market), but local entrepreneurs are unaware of the opportunities or of the technologies and
techniques required

 And in many sectors, potential international investors are likely unaware of Georgia's
competitive cost factors (e.g. in apparel, or in veg and fruit processing for Europe) or of the
regional market size (e.g. in construction materials, pharmaceuticals, packaging etc.)

Well targeted promotion of the opportunities in key sectors to local entrepreneurs and foreign
investors would likely create significant additional investment at little cost

Standards

 In many sectors (e.g. fruit and veg, wine, pharmaceuticals), Georgia’s ability to grow exports
and investment will be greatly enhanced if producers meet international standards

 In some cases, meeting minimum standards is a pre-requisite for exporting (e.g. for
exporting food products to the EU); in other cases, voluntary standards and quality-grading
by industry players will increase quality-assurance and provide Georgian producers with a
source of competitive differentiation and potential price premium (e.g. denomination
standards in wine, labor standards in apparel, GMP standards in pharma production, etc.)

Government and donors can aid the competitiveness of key sectors by at minimum providing
education on standards, their benefits and the process for meeting them; and, where
necessary, imposing industry-wide standards to ensure rogue operators do not damage the
image of all Georgian producers – in wine, fruit and vegetables, pharmaceuticals, and so on

Cross-cutting issues
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Cross-cutting themes (continued)

Issue Observations

Collaboration

 In many sectors, increased collaboration between producers would greatly enhance
competitiveness – e.g. shared sourcing and joint marketing in wine and other agribusiness
sectors; joint development of supporting industries for apparel, etc.

 At minimum, shared performance of business functions (e.g. joint marketing, sourcing,
distribution, training, certification, R&D, etc.) would reduce individual producers’ costs.
And in some areas, establishment of sector-wide brands and norms (like Colombian
Coffee) may be critical to successful market-entry and higher price realization

 In a small country like Georgia, joint action is all the more important to achieve critical
mass, rather than competition between multiple small players

Access to
Finance

 Investors in several sectors commented favorably on the government's “cheap credit”
program, which had enabled them to access the finance to develop their operations

Given commercial banks’ reluctance to lend to start-up manufacturing enterprises (as in
most countries, when there are easier returns to be made in government treasuries, real
estate and so on), now compounded by the global credit crisis, it is recommended that the
government and donors continue (and if possible expand) programs like this that facilitate
investors access to finance for agri-processing and manufacturing enterprises

Tax
Administration

While there was widespread recognition of the improvement in the business environment
in recent years, in terms of taxes, red-tape, corruption and so on, one area where
investors continue to find fault with the government is in tax administration. Across
sectors, there is a widespread perception that the tax authorities are overly aggressive in
levying taxes and penalties on those companies that are doing their best to comply; and
they are overly slow in processing appeals or reimbursing VAT

While this may be inevitable given a residual culture of tax avoidance, the government
needs to be careful not to discourage investment in manufacturing (as opposed to imports
and distribution) and/or drive production into the informal and unregulated sector

Cross-cutting issues
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Based on our findings, ICAS recommends the following next steps

1. Disseminate findings of this preliminary analysis as widely as possible
• As noted above, in many sectors, the conditions for production in Georgia are very favorable, but local

entrepreneurs and/or international investors are simply unaware of the opportunities. There is also a
widespread perception among investors and donors that the government prefers a laissez faire approach
and does not want to help organize/promote specific sectors

• All stakeholders interviewed during this project were therefore very excited to hear that this project has
been launched and expressed great interest in obtaining the results

• Taking the opportunity to present this analysis to private sector groups in each major city and to foreign
embassies and donors will help to make more people aware of the opportunities, and will help donors and
business organizations to direct their support to the most promising sectors

2. Develop and launch coordinated sector strategies for the identified priority sectors:
fruit and vegetables, wine, construction materials, apparel, and pharmaceuticals
• In these priority sectors, now need to develop detailed sector development strategies:

– Segment and quantify the competitive opportunities in more detail (e.g. to segment which specific fruits
and which specific markets offer the best opportunities for Georgian producers; to quantify Georgia's
cost advantage in apparel or construction materials over alternate locations)

– Develop materials to present these opportunities to local and foreign investors
– Identify specific target investors and develop a practical plan for approaching them
– Flesh out the recommended actions that the government and donors can take to accelerate growth in

these sectors (through supporting skill development, collaboration, standards, etc.)
• In developing these sector strategies, two key principles should be followed:

– Don’t reinvent the wheel: in many areas, donors or private investors (e.g. GTZ in the wine sector;
RAKIA for Poti Free Zone) have already identified the opportunities and targets and the barriers to be
removed; leverage these studies, and update where necessary, rather than starting afresh

– Emphasize collaboration from the start: convene sector working groups, bringing together private
players, interested donors and others, to develop coordinated, rather than overlapping, strategies for
promotion, standards, skill development, etc.

Next steps
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Recommended next steps (continued)

3. Repeat preliminary analysis and prioritization for other sectors, particularly services
and tourism

• As noted above, the ICAS team believes that similar opportunities for increasing exports and
employment exist in non-manufacturing sectors, particularly exportable services,
logistics/transport services, and tourism

• In these sectors, the government should undertake a similar process to assess the
competitiveness of different segments and thereby identify the priority segments for further
research and development

Next steps
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Competitiveness assessments for
priority sectors
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Sectors covered

• Wine (& other alcoholic beverages)
• Fruit
• Vegetables & Herbs
• Nuts
• Tea
• Meat & Dairy
• Fish & Sea Products
• Grains & Pulses
• Wood & Pulp
• Plastic & Paper Packaging
• Glass Packaging
• Automotive Equipment and Parts
• Railway Equipment and Parts
• Aviation Equipment and Parts
• Shipbuilding / Maintenance
• Construction Materials
• Apparel (& other manual-skill operations)
• Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices

Standardized assessments of each potential agribusiness and
manufacturing sector are provided in the following pages

Contents of Competitive Assessment

• Global industry trends
• Key competitors for Georgia
• Main factors driving location decisions; &
Georgia’s position on these factors

• Georgia’s competitive advantages:
–Existing investors
–Cost factors
–Resources and natural advantages
–Market access
–Skill-base
–Limited barriers to competitiveness

• Sector’s market attractiveness:
–Export market potential
–Import substitution potential
–Competitor problems/constraints
–Price trends

• Sector’s potential impact:
–Potential employment and export impact
–Prospective investors already interested

• Summary of strengths and weaknesses
• Recommendations to accelerate growth
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Wine: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Global wine market is basically flat – declining in short-term due to credit crisis, but expected to grow at
reasonable rate in medium term, driven by increasing consumption in emerging markets like China,
India and Brazil

• Major shift in production, with “New World” producers (US, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile,.
South Africa) increasing share of world exports from ~3% in 1990 to ~30% in 2008, at the expense of
traditional European leaders (France, Italy, Spain, Germany and Portugal – down from ~80% in 1990 to
~60% in 2008) and Central/Eastern European/Maghreb producers (Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary,
Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco – down from ~10% to ~3%)

• Consolidation of industry, with global beverage conglomerates (e.g. Constellation, Diageo, Pernod
Ricard, Fosters, Gallo, etc.) grabbing increased share of large retail and distribution channels; but
industry as whole remains fragmented with “long tail” of small producers reaching consumers through
internet and other non-traditional channels

Key
Competitors
for Georgia

• Traditional European leaders: France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Portugal
• Traditional Central European leaders: Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Croatia
• New World leaders: US, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Chile, South Africa
• Regional alternates: Russia, Moldova, Ukraine

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Grape growing conditions – varieties, soil, climate, etc.
 Very distinctive varieties, growing conditions and unique history

as cradle of wine

2. Brand / consumer image
_ Strong brand image in countries of former Soviet Union, but

less awareness and mixed quality-image in major markets like
EU and US and growing markets like China, India, etc.

3. Competitive cost factors:
―Wages, grape costs, packaging costs, productivity/

technology, economies of scale

_ Good grape and wage costs, but high packaging costs and
weak technology/productivity and economies of scale,
compared to major competitors

Wine

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI Report on EU Market, OIV, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Wine: Georgia’s competitive position

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises
successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

5

 Several Georgia-based firms (e.g. Teliani Valley, Telavi, Tbilvino) are successfully
exporting to major regional/global markets, demonstrating competitiveness of sector

 Several foreign firms and individuals have also invested in the sector (e,g,
Badagoni, Pernod Ricard, etc.)

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Although there is much comment on the high price of Georgian wine, this seems to
be the result of producers’ traditional ability to charge a brand premium in the
markets of the CIS, rather than underlying cost factors

 All significant cost factors (wage costs, grape costs, land costs) are less than in
other major wine-producing countries (EU, US, Southern Hemisphere), with the
possible exception of Moldova

 Georgian producers pay high rates for imported bottles, labels and corks, but these
costs are not core

 With economies of scale, efficient technology and management, there is no reason
why producers in Georgia can not make money even at low price-points

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

5
 With more than 6000 years of sector development, 300+ varieties and ideal

climactic conditions, Georgia has distinct natural advantages in the wine sector
• Does Georgia have market access

advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5
 Compared to global competitors (Southern Hemisphere, US, EU), Georgia is better

located and has well-established distribution networks to serve core CIS market
 Compared to New World competitors, Georgia also well-located to serve EU market

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4

 With 30,000+ families and 100+ wineries involved in wine production and export,
Georgia has a large number of people with experience in the industry

 However, quality is variable; if Georgian wine is to compete in mature markets, will
need significant investment in training people in new techniques and standards at
each step of the value-chain

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

4
 Barriers are significant: better marketing, research, quality/standards, consolidation

and economies of scale. But these are not insurmountable/structural – these are all
issues that determined private investors can fix, if they work together

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.5

Wine

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, IOS Wine Sector Strategy
USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,
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Wine: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

4

 Georgia’s traditional lead market (Russia) closed and likely to remain so
 However, Georgian wine has similar brand recognition in rest of Former Soviet

Union (FSU) – a market of similar size and growth potential
 Plus, despite the credit crisis, wine consumption in major global markets except EU

and Russia (US, Canada, Asia, South America) continues to grow
 Competition in all markets is intense, but success of Argentina, Chile, South Africa,

etc., shows potential for new-comers to enter market and move up value chain
• Is there good import substitution

potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

2
 Domestic market is large (~100 million per year), but already well served – limited

scope for new investors to make profits from local market: low prices/quality, limited
consumer interest in trade-up

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3
 Despite the credit crisis, prices for the bulk of the wine market have remained stable

–even trending upwards since production glut in 2004

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

2

 Although some key producers (France, Italy, Spain, Australia) have been losing
share, other new contenders (South Africa, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina) have
been quickly expanding; there is no reason to expect them to be constrained in near
future

• Is the market attractive? 2.8
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
5

 Impact of investment/growth in this sector is very high: estimated 30,000 families
involved in grape farming, and more than $100 million in exports

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

4
 Not aware of specific prospects, but given sector potential/reputation, undoubtedly

regional investors (Russian entrepreneurs) and global wine companies will be
interested in investment opportunities

• Will sector focus generate impact? 4.5

Overall Evaluation: 3.92

Wine

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI, OIV, Department of Statistics of Georgia
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Wine: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Distinctive growing conditions – varieties, history,
soil, climate, etc.

• Low grape costs and wage costs
• Established brand image in countries of CIS
• Potential location / logistics cost-advantage for

serving CIS and EU markets
• Large base of people with experience in sector
• Donor support/willingness to focus on the sector

Weaknesses

• Russian embargo
• Small scale – sector as whole is less than 10% of

size of major EU and New World producers, and
much smaller even than Moldova, Ukraine, Russia,
Bulgaria, etc.; and individual farms & wineries are
much smaller than global competitors

• High costs for imported bottles and corks
• Limited image / brand-awareness outside CIS
• Variable quality and weak productivity – as a result

of weak institutions, standards, education,
technology, etc.

• Lack of joint action in marketing, sourcing,
research, certification, etc.

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Strengthen framework for joint action:
• Joint promotion organization – to research markets,

develop umbrella brand, lead joint promotion efforts
• Joint standards agency – to educate and enforce

standards
• Joint research agency – to research and improve

varieties, pest-control, vine-growing and wine-
making techniques and technologies

2. Encourage industry players to pursue much more joint
action – in marketing, sourcing, research, skill
development, certification, etc.

3. Strengthen/modernize skill-base:
• Strengthen vocational, undergraduate and graduate

programs dedicated to needs of wine industry
• Bring in more international expertise – launch

targeted promotion to encourage more international
wine companies to invest in Georgia – in partnership
with existing players or in new ventures

4. Continue/expand programs to make affordable
finance available to agribusiness enterprises

Wine
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Fruit: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Global market for fresh and processed fruits (concentrates, juices, preserves, canned produce, etc.)
continues to grow – driven by increased fruit consumption per capita in mature markets like EU and US
and disposable income growth in emerging markets like Eastern Europe, Middle East, China, India, etc.

• With global integration and lower costs, a rising share of global fruit production comes from developing
countries (Africa, Latin America, Asia) – EU imports of fruit from developing countries rose by almost
40% over the last 5 years

• Retail and wholesale channels in major markets (particularly EU and US) continue to consolidate,
requiring producers to meet even higher expectations for volume, quality and reliability

Key
Competitors
for Georgia

• For apples, grapes, citrus and berries (most appropriate crops for Georgia) main suppliers to EU are:
Spain, Italy, South Africa, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Turkey, Morocco, Israel

• Main suppliers to CIS markets are: above, plus Ukraine, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Central Asia & Armenia

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Fruit growing conditions - soil, climate, irrigation, etc.
 Georgia has ideal soil, climate, irrigation, etc., for growing

grapes, citrus, apples, berries & other fruits

2. Competitive cost factors:
―Wages
―Other inputs (land, irrigation, greenhouses, etc.)
―Logistics / transport costs
―Productivity/ technology, economies of scale

 Wages and land costs lower than most existing suppliers to EU
(South Africa, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Turkey,
Morocco, Israel)

 Climate & topography means limited investment needed in
climate control, irrigation

 Except Turkey, Georgia is closer to main EU and CIS markets
X But weak technology/productivity and economies of scale

3. Quality & reliability of produce
X Lack of large organized producers limits ability to meet volume

expectations, certification standards, etc.

Fruit

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI Report on EU Market, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Fruit: Georgia’s competitive position

Fruit

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises

successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

5
 Multiple local and foreign investors have already established fruit processing

operations targeting the export market, in apples, mandarins, grapes and berries –
e.g. Kartuli Producti, Narinji, Rubikoni, Doruk, Delidor, Aromaproduct, Dani

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 According to current investors, all major cost factors are competitive: raw fruit costs
are similar to key competitors (Turkey, China), labor costs are lower, energy costs
are competitive, transport costs to key markets (EU and CIS) are lower than for
main competitors except Turkey; no import tariffs on machinery and equipment; plus
taxes and “costs of doing business” are lower than most competitors;

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

5

 With large, well-irrigated river basins protected by mountain ranges, humid
subtropical conditions in the West, temperate, drier plateaus in the East, and Alpine
meadows in the North, Georgia has ideal growing conditions for a wide range of
stone and pip fruit, citrus and berries

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Compared to most global competitors (South Africa, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand,
Israel), Georgia has better location to serve EU and CIS markets

 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU and Turkey, which provides duty-free
access for 7200 product categories, including most fruit

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4
 With thousands of fruit-growers and several established processors, basic skill base

is good. However, need more education and training in latest growing and
processing techniques and standards

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

4
 Barriers are significant: better marketing, research, quality/standards, consolidation

and economies of scale. But these are not insurmountable/structural – these are all
issues that determined private investors can fix, if they work together

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.5

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge,
USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,
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Fruit: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

Fruit

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

5
 Global fruit imports have been growing by more than 10% per year in recent years
 Imports to the EU and CIS, Georgia’s natural markets, have been growing at

particularly fast rates

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

3

 Despite Georgia’s assets and historical fruit exports, in recent years Georgia has
had to import apples and other fruits during the off-season, due to lack of
processing and storage facilities

 Investors in local processing and storage facilities have opportunity to serve local
market in off-season, as well as export markets

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3
 Individual fruit prices are very volatile depending on specific harvests and climactic

conditions, but trend for prices is generally positive, as demand increases and
consumers seek quality

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

2
 There is no reason to expect leading global competitors (South Africa, Chile,

Argentina, New Zealand, Turkey, Morocco, Israel) to be constrained in near future

• Is the market attractive? 3.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

5
 Potential impact of investment/growth in this sector is very high: with tens of

thousands of families involved in apple, grape and citrus growing, and more than
$20 million in exports

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

5
 Current investments in major new processing plants by Narinji, Doruk and others,

despite global slow-down and 2008 war, clearly shows investor interest in this
sector

• Will sector focus generate impact? 5.0

Overall Evaluation: 4.08

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI, Department of Statistics of Georgia
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Fruit: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Fruit

Strengths

• Good growing conditions for wide range of
temperate and subtropical fruit

• Competitive factor costs: wages, land, energy
• Climate and topography means less investment

needed in greenhouses and irrigation
• Proximity and duty-free access for serving EU and

CIS markets
• Large base of people with experience in sector
• Donor support/willingness to focus on the sector

Weaknesses

• Russian embargo
• Small-scale producers and lack of investment in

new trees, technology, irrigation, etc., limits yields
and quality of raw produce; Lack of processing and
storage capacity limits raw fruit supply

• Small scale puts exporters at disadvantage in
terms of transport costs / frequencies and other
costs (packaging, chemicals, etc.) – “cluster” of
support industries is limited

• Lack of joint action in marketing, sourcing,
research, certification, etc.

• Limited know-how / expertise in latest techniques
and equipment for growing and processing fruit

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Promote opportunities in fruit processing to investors
– most local entrepreneurs and small-holders are
unaware of the export-market opportunity, and most
foreign firms are unaware of Georgia’s competitive
advantages

2. Provide assistance to local entrepreneurs and small-
holders in latest techniques and equipment, quality
standards and certifications, export marketing, etc. –
leverage many donor programs already targeting this
area – e.g. USAID, CBI, GTZ, etc.

3. Continue/expand programs to make affordable
finance available to agribusiness enterprises

4. Encourage joint industry action – at minimum through
establishment of industry associations/cooperatives,
and potentially through creation of national fruit
promotion, research and standards agencies

5. Strengthen/modernize skill-base:
• Strengthen vocational, undergraduate and graduate

programs dedicated to needs of fruit industry
• Bring in more international expertise: encourage

more foreign fruit firms to invest in Georgia – in
partnership with existing players or in new ventures
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Vegetables: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Global market for fresh and processed vegetables is growing at a healthy rate – driven by steady growth
in imports to mature markets like EU and US and fast growth in disposable income in emerging markets
like Eastern Europe, Middle East, China, India, etc.

• With global integration and lower costs, a rising share of global vegetable production comes from
developing countries (Africa, Latin America, Asia) – while EU imports of vegetables from developing
countries are much smaller than imports of fruit (~$2 billion vs. ~$10 billion), they are growing even
faster

• Retail and wholesale channels in major markets (particularly EU and US) continue to consolidate,
requiring producers to meet even higher expectations for volume, quality and reliability

Key
Competitors
for Georgia

• Main suppliers of fresh vegetables to EU: Netherlands, Spain, Morocco, Kenya, Turkey, Israel
• Main suppliers of fresh vegetables to CIS markets : above, plus Ukraine, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Central

Asia & Armenia

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Vegetable growing conditions - soil, climate, irrigation,
etc.

 Georgia has ideal soil, climate, irrigation, etc., for growing full
range of vegetables and herbs

2. Competitive cost factors:
―Wages
―Other inputs (land, irrigation, greenhouses, etc.)
―Logistics / transport costs
―Productivity/ technology, economies of scale

 Wages and land costs lower than most existing suppliers to EU
(Netherlands, Spain, Morocco, Turkey, Israel) except Kenya

 Climate & topography means limited investment needed in
climate control, irrigation

 Except Turkey, Georgia is closer to main EU and CIS markets
X But weak technology/productivity and economies of scale

3. Quality & reliability of produce
X Lack of large organized producers limits ability to meet volume

expectations, certification standards, etc.

Fresh Vegetables and Herbs

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI Report on EU Market, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Vegetables: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises

successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

5
 Vegetable sector has attracted less investors so far than fruit sector, but several

local and foreign entrepreneurs have invested and are successfully exporting to EU
and CIS – e.g. Herbia, Delidor

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

3

 Wage costs are lower than EU and Mediterranean competitors (Turkey, Israel,
Morocco), but higher than emerging African exporters (Kenya, West Africa, etc.)

 Land costs are comparable
 Climate and topography mean limited investment in greenhouses and irrigation
 No import tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Transportation costs to EU are higher than main existing suppliers (Netherlands,

Spain, Morocco, Turkey, Israel)
 As in other sectors, lack of scale and investment in latest productivity-enhancing

technologies are main source of cost-disadvantage
• Does Georgia have resources or other

natural advantages?
5

 Large, well-irrigated river basins protected by mountain ranges are ideal for growing
full range of vegetables and herbs

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Location for access to EU market is better than African competitors, and
comparable to Turkey and Israel

 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU and Turkey, which provides duty-free
access for 7200 product categories, including most vegetables

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4
 Basic vegetable cultivation know-how is widespread, but need more training in

latest techniques and standards for increasing yields, processing, packaging, etc.

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

5

 Barriers are significant: better marketing, research, quality/standards, consolidation
and economies of scale. But these are not insurmountable/structural – these are all
issues that determined private investors can fix, if they work together

 Improving quality and yields should be quicker process than in case of fruit and
wine, since new crops are planted every year – do not have to incur costs and
delay of replacing old tree stock

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.3

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge,
USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,

Fresh Vegetables and Herbs
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Vegetables: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

4

 Global vegetable imports are smaller than fruit imports, but have been growing at
even faster rates in recent years

 Imports to the EU and CIS, Georgia’s natural markets, have been growing at
particularly fast rates

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

3

 Despite Georgia’s assets and historical vegetable exports, in recent years Georgia
has had to import vegetables during the off-season, due to lack of processing and
storage facilities

 Investors in local processing and storage facilities have opportunity to serve local
market in off-season, as well as export markets

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3
 Individual vegetable prices are very volatile depending on specific harvests and

climactic conditions, but trend for prices is generally positive, as demand increases
and consumers seek quality

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

3

 Producers within the EU will continue to lose share due to rising costs and
environmental concerns about energy-intensive greenhouse production

 But there is no reason to expect leading emerging market competitors (Turkey,
Morocco, Israel, West Africa, Central America) to be constrained in near future

• Is the market attractive? 3.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

5
 Exports are currently small compared to wine, fruit and nuts (<$2 million), but

potential export volumes are large, and sector has potential to generate jobs and
incomes for thousands of families

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

4
 Current investments in major new greenhouses and packing/storage facilities by

Herbia, RAKIA, Delidor and others, despite global slow-down and 2008 war, clearly
shows investor interest in this sector

• Will sector focus generate impact? 4.5

Overall Evaluation: 4.00

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Fresh Vegetables and Herbs
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Vegetables: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Good growing conditions for wide range of
vegetables and herbs

• Competitive factor costs: wages, land, energy
• Climate and topography means less investment

needed in greenhouses and irrigation
• Proximity and duty-free access for serving EU and

CIS markets
• Large base of people with experience in sector
• Donor support/willingness to focus on the sector

Weaknesses

• Russian embargo
• Small-scale producers and lack of investment

greenhouses, irrigation, etc., limits yields and
quality of raw produce

• Lack of cold storage and shipping capacity
• Small scale puts exporters at disadvantage in

terms of transport costs / frequencies and other
costs (packaging, chemicals, etc.) – “cluster” of
support industries is limited

• Lack of joint action in marketing, sourcing,
research, certification, etc.

• Limited know-how / expertise in latest techniques/
equipment for growing and processing vegetables

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Promote opportunities in vegetable cultivation to
investors – most local entrepreneurs and small-
holders are unaware of the export-market opportunity,
and most foreign firms are unaware of Georgia’s
competitive advantages

2. Provide assistance to local entrepreneurs and small-
holders in latest techniques and equipment, quality
standards and certifications, export marketing, etc. –
leverage many donor programs already targeting this
area – e.g. USAID, CBI, GTZ, etc.

3. Continue/expand programs to make affordable
finance available to agribusiness enterprises

4. Encourage joint industry action – at minimum through
establishment of industry associations/cooperatives,
and potentially through creation of national vegetable
promotion, research and standards agencies

5. Strengthen/modernize skill-base:
• Strengthen vocational and degree programs

dedicated to needs of horticulture industry
• Bring in more international expertise: encourage

more foreign vegetable firms to invest in Georgia –
in partnership with existing players or in new
ventures

Fresh Vegetables and Herbs
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Nuts: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global Industry
Trends

• Georgia has significant exports in hazelnuts, plus potential in almonds, walnuts and other tree nuts
• Concentrated global industry with limited number of suitable growing locations: Black Sea,

Mediterranean, Western US, and parts of Argentina, Chile and South Africa
• In hazelnuts in particular, Turkey dominates the global market (~70% of global exports), so major

buyers are seeking to diversify supply
• Buyers continue to consolidate: large food-processing and confectionary firms (Ferrero, Nestle, Kraft,

etc.) account for more than 50% of global imports – requiring producers to meet even higher
expectations for volume, quality and reliability

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Turkey, Italy, Spain, Iran, Azerbaijan, US, Argentina, Chile, South Africa

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Growing conditions - soil, climate, irrigation, etc.
 Georgia has ideal soil, climate, irrigation, etc., for growing

hazelnuts and other nut varieties

2. Competitive cost factors:
―Wages
―Other inputs (land, irrigation, etc.)
―Logistics / transport costs
―Productivity/ technology, economies of scale

 Wages and land costs are lower than Turkey and other
competitors. Climate & topography means limited investment
needed in climate control, irrigation

 As a result, raw nuts are cheaper than Turkey & other locations
X However, quality is also lower – on average 30% less nut per

kernel

3. Quality & reliability of produce

X Ferrero is developing large organized production in Georgia
with latest techniques and varieties. But most of the industry is
small-scale, lacking technology, quality control, certification,
and so on

Nuts

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, USAID Agvantage report on hazelnut value chain, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Nuts: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises

successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

5
 More than 20 foreign and local companies have invested in hazelnut production and

processing in Georgia, including Ferrero (the world's largest hazelnut consumer)
and experienced Turkish producers

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Wages (at ~$200 per month) and land costs (at ~$500 per hectare) are lower than
in Turkey and other competitors

 Climate & topography means limited investment needed in climate control, irrigation
 No import tariffs on machinery and equipment; plus taxes and “costs of doing

business” are lower than most competitors
 As a result, raw nut costs are cheaper than in Turkey & other locations ($3-4 per kg

in Georgia, vs $5-6 in Turkey)
 However, yield quality is also lower – on average, processors estimate that 1 kg of

raw kernel yields 500g of nut in Turkey, but less than 400g in Georgia

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

5

 With large, well-irrigated river basins protected by mountains, Western Georgia
offers ideal conditions for growing hazelnuts. Even without investment in latest
techniques, raw kernel yields and nut quality (richness) in Georgia rival those found
in Turkey, even though Turkey has 20-30 times more production

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Georgia has good location to serve EU and CIS markets, comparable to Turkey and
superior to other emerging producers (S.Africa, Chile, Argentina, Azerbaijan)

 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU and Turkey, which provides duty-free
access for 7200 product categories

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4
 With more than 5,000 families growing hazelnuts and more than 20 established

processors, basic skill base is good. However, need more education and training in
latest growing and processing techniques and standards

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

3

 Biggest barrier – global over-supply and low prices – is largely beyond the control of
local stakeholders

 Georgian producers also need to improve yields/quality, standards/certification and
economies of scale. But these are not insurmountable/ structural –all are issues that
determined private investors can fix, if they work together

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.3
All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge,
USAID Agvantage report on hazelnut value chain, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,

Nuts
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Nuts: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

3

 Global nut market is large (~$8 billion in global imports in 2008, including $1+ billion
in hazelnuts), but relatively small compared to other sectors (fruit, vegetables, wine,
apparel, etc.). Russian and Chinese imports are growing particularly fast

 However, with expansion in Georgia, Turkey and elsewhere, market is oversupplied

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1
 Domestic market is large (particularly for walnuts), but already well served – limited

scope for new investors to make profits from local market: many families grow their
own, limited consumer interest in trade-up

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 2  Global oversupply and slow-down in main market (Germany) is depressing prices

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1
 Producers within the EU will continue to lose share due to rising costs
 But there is no reason to expect leading emerging market competitors (Turkey,

South America) to be constrained in near future

• Is the market attractive? 1.8

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

5
 Potential impact of investment/growth in this sector is high: with more than 5,000

families involved in nut growing, and an average $50 million in exports over the last
5 years (although these slipped to $30 million in 2008)

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

4
 Continued expansion by Ferrero, Doruk and others, despite global slow-down and

2008 war, clearly shows investor interest in this sector

• Will sector focus generate impact? 4.5

Overall Evaluation: 4.08

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, Department of Statistics of Georgia, USAID Agvantage report on hazelnut value chain

Nuts
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Nuts: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Only sector where Georgia already ranks among
the top 5 global exporters. Major commitment by
Ferrero, world’s largest consumer, will likely raise
profile and standards of entire industry

• Ideal growing conditions for hazelnuts and other
nut varieties

• Competitive factor costs: wages, land, energy
• Proximity and duty-free access for serving EU and

CIS markets
• Large base of people with experience in sector
• Donor support/willingness to focus on the sector

Weaknesses

• Global oversupply and low prices
• Domination by Turkey – hard to compete with their

economies of scale and established customer
relationships

• Lack of scale and investment among growers limits
yields and quality of raw produce

• Lack of scale among processors creates
disadvantage in terms of transport costs /
frequencies and other costs (packaging,, etc.) –
“cluster” of support industries is limited

• Lack of joint action in marketing, sourcing,
research, certification, etc.

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Encourage joint industry action – at minimum through
establishment of industry associations/cooperatives,
and potentially through creation of national nut
promotion, research and standards agencies

2. Continue land privatization and registration process to
make more land available and easier to find and
secure for investors

3. Provide assistance to local entrepreneurs and small-
holders in latest techniques and equipment, quality
standards and certifications, export marketing, etc. –
leverage many donor programs already targeting this
area – e.g. USAID, CBI, GTZ, etc.

4. Continue/expand programs to make affordable
finance available to agribusiness enterprises

5. In collaboration with other agribusiness sectors,
strengthen/modernize skill-base, through developing
vocational, and degree programs dedicated to needs
of the industry

Nuts
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Tea: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global Industry
Trends

• Mature global industry: consumption in main markets is generally flat
• Newer producers with new high-yielding varieties and increased mechanization (primarily Kenya,

Uganda, Indonesia and Vietnam) are grabbing share from traditional leaders, India and Sri Lanka
• Given over-supply, mechanization and new varieties, prices have been trending downwards

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Kenya, Sri Lanka, India, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Uganda

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Growing conditions - soil, climate, irrigation, etc.
X Climate and topography put Georgia at a disadvantage to

warmer, higher-elevation competitors

2. Competitive cost factors:
―Wages
―Other inputs (land, irrigation, etc.)
―Logistics / transport costs
―Productivity/ technology, economies of scale

X Main cost factor, labor, is higher than all major competitors
X Newer producers in East Africa and South East Asia also

benefit from higher productivity and yields, due to
mechanization and new varieties

3. Brand / consumer image
X Quality of Georgian tea is generally perceived to be poor, due

to Soviet industrial techniques

Tea

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Tea: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises

successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

2
 Some local factories have invested in quality improvement, brand building and so

on, but no known major new investments in the tea sector

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

1
 Main cost factor, labor, is higher than all major competitors
 New producers in East Africa and South East Asia also benefit from higher

productivity and yields, due to mechanization and new varieties

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

1

 The northern latitude and low elevation of tea growing areas in Georgia produces
lower quality and lower yields, compared to higher elevations in the tropics

 And all traditional producers are now at a disadvantage to producers in East Africa
and South East Asia, who are able to mechanize the tea plucking process, as they
operate on flat upland plateaus, as opposed to steep slopes

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5
 Georgia has good location to serve EU and CIS markets, and has duty-free access

to the CIS, EU and Turkey

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4  Given the large industry in Soviet times, the skill-base is substantial, albeit aging

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1
 Georgia’s natural climactic disadvantages and cost disadvantages, relative to

African and Asian producers, are virtually impossible to remove

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.3

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge,
USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,

Tea
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Tea: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

2
 Large market in CIS and EU, but without subsidies and protection as in Soviet

times, Georgian tea is not able to compete on quality or cost basis with imports
from Asia and Africa

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1
 There is a tea market in the Caucasus region, but not sufficient to justify investment

in local production

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 1  Trending downward due to global competition and oversupply

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1
 Although specific crises have impacted individual producers in recent years (e.g.

Kenyan elections, Sri Lankan civil war), producers in Asia and Africa do not appear
likely to face any systematic constraints in the near future

• Is the market attractive? 1.3
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
4

 Sector is now small, exporting less than $5 million per year, but impact could still be
significant with more than 25,000 hectares still under tea

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

1  No known investors looking at major new investments in this sector

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.00

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, Department of Statistics of Georgia, USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness

Tea
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Tea: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Historic size of industry: 200,000 employees,
500,000 tons output of green leaf

• Some residual brand value – within CIS, and as
novelty item for connoisseurs

Weaknesses

• Northern latitude, low-elevation of tea-growing
areas

• High factor costs, relative to producers in Asia and
Africa

• Old low-yielding varieties
• Poor quality image

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

• Not a strategic growth sector that requires proactive
government support

• Government needs to facilitate conversion of
unutilized tea lands to other suitable, more productive
uses: fruit trees, nuts, etc.

• Remaining tea factories need to reinvest in field
maintenance, new varieties, mechanization, etc.; and
focus on high-end “single estate” / artisanal
production, exploiting Georgian tea’s historic legacy
and novelty value

Tea
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Fish: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global Industry
Trends

• Global demand continues to grow, while supply is increasingly constrained by over-fishing and
environmental damage to many coastal and inland waterways

• As a result, there is an increasing trend towards intensive fish farming in inland rivers, lakes and
lagoons. - and increasing imports from developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America

• Within the EU, fish catches have decreased by 20% over the last 5 years, while consumption
continues to grow , leading to a 30% increase in imports from emerging markets

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Global exporters: China, US, Canada, Norway, Denmark, Thailand, Chile
• Fast-growing aquaculture suppliers to the EU: Vietnam, Uganda/Tanzania, Ecuador, Egypt

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Fish-stocks / Aquaculture conditions

 With natural springs, mountain streams and heavy rainfall,
Western Georgia is reputed to have some of the most plentiful
fresh-water supplies in the world. Broad river valleys and
coastal lagoons make ideal conditions for fish-farming

2. Competitive cost factors
 3 main cost factors (labor, clean water and energy) are readily

available and low cost

3. Cold-chain availability and cost
- Cold-chain facilities are currently extremely limited, but several

facilities are planned or under development

Fish & Sea Products

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAO report on the State of World Fisheries, CBI report on EU market, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Fish: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises
successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

2

 Some commercial anchovy catches and other fishing operations in the Black Sea,
and some small-scale carp and trout farming ,

 Nikora has small trout farm. Association of 13 trout farms is now planning to
develop joint processing plant and export to Azerbaijan

 RAKIA is planning investment in fish-farm

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

3

 Clean fresh water is readily available at low cost
 While higher than on fish-farms in Asia and Africa, labor costs are lower than in

alternate locations around Europe: Russia, Turkey, Bulgaria
 Unlike many locations in Asia and Africa, energy supplies are reliable and

competitively priced
 However, the small scale of the industry and the lack of cold-chain infrastructure

means that producers in Georgia will need to invest in cold storage and refrigerated
transportation to key markets

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

5
 With natural springs, mountain streams and heavy rainfall, Western Georgia is

reputed to have some of the most plentiful fresh-water supplies in the world
 Broad river valleys and coastal lagoons make ideal conditions for fish-farming

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5
 Georgia has good location to serve EU and CIS markets, and has duty-free access

to the CIS, EU and Turkey

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

2
 While there is some tradition of carp and fish farming, plus fishing for anchovy,

salmon and sturgeon, the skill-base in latest aquaculture techniques is limited –
particularly in the critical areas of disease prevention, hygienic processing, etc.

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

4
 The main barriers to competitiveness are the lack of cold-chain, skill-base and EU

certification – all require significant investment, but are not insurmountable

• Can Georgia be competitive? 3.5

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, FAO report on the State of World Fisheries,
CBI report on EU market, Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business ,

Fish & Sea Products
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Fish: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

4

 EU consumption continues to grow, while local production shrinks due to depleted
stocks and high costs. As a result, the EU imports increasing volumes of farmed
fish, particularly from South East Asia and East Africa

 Georgia is well positioned to serve this market, leveraging its fresh-water assets,
convenient location and GSP+ status

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

4
 Georgian imports of fish and seafood have grown from only $1 million in 2001 to

more than $30 million in 2008. Although small by global standards, there is clearly
an opportunity for local investors to establish fish-farms to serve this market

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 4  Global price trends are positive, due to increasing demand and constrained supply

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

4

 Traditional EU exporters are constrained by depleted stocks and higher costs
 New emerging markets suppliers (in South East Asia and East Africa) are filling the

gap, but they are also constrained by their distance and transport costs, weak
infrastructure, and concerns over environmental health and safety issues

• Is the market attractive? 4.0
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
2

 Current exports, imports and employment are small compared to other sectors
 But the sector has potential to generate significant exports and employment

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

3

 Association of 13 trout farms is planning to develop joint processing plant and
export to Azerbaijan

 RAK Group is planning to develop a fish-farm to serve the local market
 Swedish and Greek companies have expressed interest in fish-farming in the

Kutaisi region
 An Estonian company is interested in fish and poultry processing in the Poti Free

Zone, to serve the Caucasus and Central Asia markets

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.5

Overall Evaluation: 3.50

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAO report on the State of World Fisheries, CBI report on EU market,
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Fish & Sea Products
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Fish: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Fresh water supply
• Location and trade agreements provide easy

access to EU and CIS markets
• Low labor costs
• Reliable, competitive energy supply

Weaknesses

• Lack of cold-storage facilities
• Limited skill-base
• High-risk business requiring significant investment

in technology, training, quality control, etc., to
ensure disease prevention and hygienic processing
and achieve standards required to access EU
market

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Conduct analysis to evaluate fish-sector opportunity in
more detail (leveraging earlier FAO study):
• Fully evaluate environmental/economic feasibility of

Georgia's potential fish-farming areas (rivers, lakes,
lagoons); quantify potential scale of production

• Quantify size and growth of potential markets for
each fish-species – local, Caucasus, EU, etc.

• Based on supply conditions and demand
projections, recommend priority species for investors

2. Promote opportunities to investors – most local
entrepreneurs are unaware of the opportunity, and
most foreign firms are unaware of Georgia’s assets

3. Provide assistance to local entrepreneurs in latest
techniques and equipment, quality standards and
certifications, export marketing, etc. – leverage donor
programs targeting this area – e.g. EC, CBI, etc.

4. Leverage existing programs to make affordable
finance available to aquaculture enterprises

5. Encourage joint industry action – at minimum through
establishment of industry associations/cooperatives,
and potentially through creation of national fishery
promotion, research and standards agencies

6. Develop joint program with industry and universities to
expand/strengthen skill-base

Fish & Sea Products
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Meat & Dairy: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global Industry
Trends

• With a few notable exceptions (e.g. New Zealand and Denmark in dairy and meat; Brazil and
Australia in meat), meat, dairy and eggs production is a relatively localized industry around the world.
Perishability and local regulations and standards mean that most countries produce the majority of
the meat, dairy and eggs that they consume

• The countries of the CIS have been a notable exception in recent years – as incomes and
consumption of meat, dairy and eggs have risen, but local producers have failed to keep pace with
new quality expectations. Total imports of animal products to the region have risen from ~$3.5 billion
to over $7 billion over the last 5 years

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Main source of meat and dairy imports to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan: Brazil, US, India,
Ukraine, Russia, Finland

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Size and growth of regional market

 Imports of animal products to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan
have grown from ~$120 million to more than $250 million over
last 5 years. There is little organized local production – local
processing companies import most of their raw material

2. Access to supporting inputs and services: land, animal
feed, vet services, abattoirs, cold chain, etc.

X Supporting infrastructure & services are virtually non-existent –
available land, good breeding stock, local animal feed, modern
abattoirs cold-chain, etc. Producers will not invest without
supporting services; services will not appear without critical
mass of producers = a “chicken and egg” problem!

3. Competitive cost factors vs imports

- Labor, energy and land costs are low compared to EU and US,
but similar to Brazil, India and Ukraine. And local producers
are at disadvantage due to lack of other inputs: animal feed,
etc.

Meat & Dairy

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, CBI report on EU market, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Meat & Dairy: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises
successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

4

 Several companies (e.g. Dila – owned by RAKIA) have started egg and poultry
operations. Several companies with local and foreign investment are processing
and packaging meat and dairy products for the local market (e.g. Nikora, Ioli,
GMT/Sante, Ecofoods), but the majority of their raw materials are imported

 Various foreign investors (Swiss, Austrian, Israeli, Swedish) are also reported to be
starting local dairy and beef farms

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

2

 At the moment, given lack of scale and lack of locally-available supporting inputs
and services, local production of meat and dairy is higher cost than imports from
Brazil, etc.

 Labor, energy and land costs are low compared to EU and US, but similar to Brazil,
India and Ukraine

 And local producers are at disadvantage due to lack of other inputs: suitable
breeding stock, local animal feed, veterinary services, modern abattoirs, etc.

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

2

 Georgia has suitable conditions for cattle, sheep, goats, etc., but large tracts of
good pasture land are hard to acquire

 Given Georgia’s small size and mountainous terrain, producers in Georgia will
always be at a disadvantage to producers in large countries like Brazil, US, Russia
and Ukraine – in terms of the scale of ranching operations and in terms of the cost
of local animal feed

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3
 Georgia has good location and trade agreements, providing good access to the

CIS, EU and Turkey, but it will take significant time and investment for Georgia to
meet the phytosanitary standards expected in most markets

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3
 With thousands of families involved in animal farming, Georgia has a basic skill-

base in the sector. However, to meet global standards, much more education and
training will be needed in latest techniques and standards

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

2

 Some barriers to competitiveness are intrinsic: Georgia’s small size, relative to
global leaders. Others are surmountable, but will require significant time and
investment: land consolidation, development of local breeding stock, animal feed
sources, phytosanitary standards, etc.

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.7
All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, CBI report on EU market,
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Meat & Dairy
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Meat & Dairy: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

1
 Highly unlikely that producers in Georgia will export beyond immediate neighbors,

given scale disadvantages, costly feed supply, poor phytosanitary standards, etc,

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

4

 A significant market: Imports of animal products to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan
have grown from ~$120 million to more than $250 million over last 5 years. But,
despite location and access advantages, producers in Georgia will be challenged to
compete with imports from Brazil, Russia and Ukraine

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3

 Despite rising demand, global prices are hardly rising, due to highly efficient global
producers (US, Brazil, Australia, New Zealand, etc.)

 Within the Caucasus, most consumers are unwilling to pay a premium for quality
produce as opposed to cheap imports or informal local production

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

2
 Producers in Georgia will have location advantage vs global competitors for serving

the local /regional market. But with global slowdown and lower input costs, global
leaders are likely to compete all the harder

• Is the market attractive? 2.5

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

3
 Thousands of families are now involved in small-scale meat and dairy production,

but given the small scale of the local market and limited export potential, it seems
unlikely that the sector will ever be a major generator of exports and employment

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

4
 Given growing imports and lack of organized local competition, many companies

have expressed interest in developing local production: these include prospective
investors from the EU, Lebanon, Israel and elsewhere

• Will sector focus generate impact? 3.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.75

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, FAO report on the State of World Fisheries, CBI report on EU market,
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Meat & Dairy
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Meat & Dairy: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Growing consumption and very limited organized
production in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan

• Good land for animal husbandry – mountain
pastures, river meadows, etc.

• Large informal sector with basic skills and know-
how

• Low factor costs: labor, land, energy

Weaknesses

• Absence of complimentary inputs and services:
Feed lots, breeding stock, veterinary services,
inspection and certification services, abattoirs, cold
chain, etc,

• Small size, mountainous terrain and fragmented
land-holdings – impossible to develop competitive
scale in feed production or animal ranches

• Heating costs (vs. Competitors in tropics like
Brazil)

• Competition from local informal sector: no taxes,
poor standards, etc.

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Not a priority growth sector for generating exports and
employment. But rural families are missing out on
income opportunities (and consumers are getting inferior
products) because of the lack of modern organized
farming in the meat and dairy sectors. It is therefore
recommended that the government and donors develop
a coordinated strategy for this sector:
1.Quantify size and growth of different segments in the
Caucasus: dairy, beef, lamb, chicken, etc.
2.Identify key factors holding back development of each
segment: land parcels, breeding stock, feed supply, vet
services, inspection & certification, abattoirs, etc,
3.Address “chicken and egg” problem: bring together
groups of investors and/or donors willing to
simultaneously address the supply-side gaps (feed
supply, breeding stock, vets, etc.) and the demand-side
gaps (ranches, abattoirs, distribution chain, etc.)
4.Announce clear timeline for rolling out health and
safety standards to all producers and importers – provide
technical assistance to local small-holders and
entrepreneurs to meet standards
5.Work with investors and donors in each segment to
launch similar collaborative initiatives as in other sectors:
associations/cooperatives, national promotion, research
and standards agencies, joint skill programs, affordable
finance, etc.

Meat & Dairy
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Grains: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global Industry
Trends

• As main source of staple foods for humans and animals, grains and oilseeds are the largest
agribusiness sectors globally. Given the political sensitivity of grain availability and pricing, most
production occurs within each country. But there are some major global exporters who fill shortfalls in
countries unable to grow enough of their own grain: US, Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Russia,
Kazakhstan, Thailand, etc.

• Output and yields in CIS countries collapsed after the fall of the Soviet Union, but Russia, Ukraine
and Kazakhstan have significantly increased exports in recent years – from less than $2 billion in
2003 to over $6 billion in 2007

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Main global exporters: US, Canada, Argentina, Brazil
• Main source of grain imports to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan: Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Large expanses of land for mechanized production

- Georgia does have large plains and river valleys suitable for
grain production, and many areas are still unused since
collapse of soviet cooperatives, but available parcels are tiny
compared to available land in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan
and the Americas

2. Competitive cost factors vs imports
X Labor costs may be lower than in Russia and Kazakhstan, but

producers in Georgia can not match yields, due to economies
of scale and mechanization

3. Underserved local market

- Total Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan imports of grains,
flours and feed are large (over $600 million per year). But local
producers will find it difficult to compete with imports from
Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine

Sources: ITC Trade Map, FAOSTAT, USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews

Grains & Pulses
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Grains: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises
successfully competing in this sector in
Georgia?

2

 There are several local companies involved in flour milling and bread production,
but most grain production is small scale

 The only known major investment in large-scale grain production is a 800-hectare
wheat and corn farm set up by Rakheen’s agribusiness arm to produce animal feed

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

2

 Producers in Georgia are generally at a cost disadvantage to imports from Russia,
Kazakhstan and Ukraine - labor costs may be marginally lower, but land and energy
costs are higher, and producers in Georgia can not match yields, due to economies
of scale and mechanization

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

2
 Plains and broad river valleys in East and West Georgia are well irrigated and

suitable for grain production, but the land parcels available are tiny compared to
available land in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, US, Canada, Brazil and so on

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3
 To serve market in Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia, producers in Georgia have

some logistics cost advantage over imports from Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan,
but advantage is limited, compared to scale disadvantages

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

2
 Thousands of families are involved in grain and feed production, but most

operations are very small-scale, with limited use and knowledge of latest techniques
and equipment

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

2
 The main barrier to competitiveness – Georgia’s limited supply of large expanses of

land suitable for mechanized grain production – is impossible to overcome

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.2

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Grains & Pulses
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Grains: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

1
 Highly unlikely that producers in Georgia will export beyond immediate neighbors,

given scale disadvantages, and competition in region from Russia, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

4

 A significant market: Imports of grains and animal feed to Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan have grown to more than $600 million over last 5 years. But, despite
location and access advantages, producers in Georgia will be challenged to
compete with imports from Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3

 Prices for grains and oilseeds skyrocketed in 2007 and early 2008, due to rising
global demand and transport and input prices. But prices have slumped with global
slow-down

 Prices are expected to rise moderately in the medium term, as demand recovers

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

2

 No, production in Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine is steadily increasing
 Producers in Georgia will have slight location advantage for serving the local

/regional market. But with global slowdown and lower input costs, Russia,
Kazakhstan and Ukraine are likely to compete all the harder

• Is the market attractive? 2.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

2
 Thousands of families re now involved in small-scale grain and feed production, but

it seems unlikely that the sector will ever be a major generator of exports and
employment

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

1
 Apart from Rakheen, we are not aware of major global companies interested in

grain and feed production in Georgia

• Will sector focus generate impact? 1.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.08

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, USAID/World Bank/IFAD studies on Georgian agribusiness
Amcham summary of investment opportunities, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Grains & Pulses
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Grains: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Significant and growing local market for flour,
animal feed, brewing malt and so on, currently
filled mainly by imports

• Large plains and river valleys suitable for grain
production, with many areas still unused since
collapse of soviet cooperatives

• Large informal sector with basic skills and know-
how

• Low factor costs: labor, land, energy

Weaknesses

• Areas of suitable land are very small compared to
competing locations in Russia, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan

• Small-scale / fragmentation of current producers

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

• Not a priority growth sector that requires proactive
government support – supply of grains to meet local
demand for food and animal feed is critical, but
Georgia is fortunate to have several surplus
producing countries nearby

• However, with thousands of families still involved in
small-scale grain production, there are steps that
government and donors can take to increase yields
and incomes: encourage consolidation through
cooperatives and/or land-aggregation by commercial
investors; increase utilization of modern equipment,
fertilizers and other inputs; provide training in latest
techniques and technologies; etc.

Grains & Pulses
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Wood & Pulp: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Global industry under pressure due to construction sector slowdown, declining newspaper
consumption and environmental pressure to reduce packaging materials

• Industry is dominated by large countries with extensive areas of conifer or tropical forest: US,
Canada, Russia, Scandinavia, Germany, Brazil, Indonesia, Chile

• Within the former Soviet Union, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and the Baltics are major exporters, while
Central Asia is a significant importer

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Global leaders: US, Canada, Germany, Scandinavia, Russia, Brazil, Indonesia, Chile
• Regional exporters: Russia, Ukraine, Baltics, Belarus, Turkey

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Economically harvestable forest resources
- More than 40% of Georgia is covered in forest. But mountainous

terrain and environmental externalities make harvesting expensive
compared to Russia, Scandinavia and North America

2. Factor costs

 Wages costs are low, energy costs are competitive, taxes and
business environment are favorable

X But mountainous terrain and environmental factors make timber
harvesting expensive - even in Soviet times, most raw material for
local pulp mill and furniture workshops came from Russia, because
local materials were not cost competitive

3. Existing know-how / skill-base
- An integrated pulp mill, 2 paper mills and a large furniture sector

existed in Soviet times, but most of the sector no longer operates,
and the technology and skill-base is aging

Wood & Pulp

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews,
GNIA report on opportunities in forest sector , Georgia Forest Development Project
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Wood & Pulp: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

3

 Several local and foreign companies have invested in timber extraction (including
Chinese, Turkish and European investors), and several local entrepreneurs have
invested in downstream paper production, based on waste paper. But there have
been no major investments in intermediate pulp mills or timber processing

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

2

 Wages costs are low, energy costs are competitive, taxes and business
environment are favorable

 However, mountainous terrain and environmental factors make timber harvesting
expensive , According to industry veterans, even in Soviet times, most wood and
pulp for local paper mill and furniture workshops came from Russia, because local
wood and pulp were not cost competitive

 Producers in Russia, EU and North America benefit from lower extraction costs,
economies of scale, superior technology and productivity, and accumulated know-
how in environmental management

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

4

 According to the FAO, more than 40% of Georgia is covered in forest – a high
proportion by global standards

 However, terrain and environmental factors make most of this resource
uneconomical to harvest

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3

 Georgia has duty-free access to the EU, CIS and Turkey for many products
 However, even with duty free access, forestry experts believe it will be difficult for

product from Georgia to compete in the EU or CIS against product from Russia,
Scandinavia or Germany (because of the cost factors cited above)

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3
 The skill-base in Georgia is reasonable given the former Soviet timber operations,

pulp mill, and paper and furniture production. But the technologies used and skill-
base are increasingly out-dated

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1
 Very difficult to overcome intrinsic cost disadvantage due to mountainous terrain,

environmental factors and small scale, relative to Russia and other producers

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.7

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business,
GNIA report on opportunities in forest sector , Georgia Forest Development Project

Wood & Pulp
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Wood & Pulp: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

2

• Global consumption is under pressure due to construction sector slowdown,
declining newspaper consumption and environmental pressure to reduce packaging

• Very difficult to sell product into the EU or CIS, given well-established competitive
supply from Russia, Scandinavia and Germany

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

4

 There is a significant and growing market in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan for
wooden construction materials, furniture and paper packaging. The timber raw
materials are currently largely imported

 However, despite location advantage, local timber/pulp producers may still find it
difficult to compete with imports from Turkey, Russia and elsewhere

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 2  Declining consumption and large global competitors keep prices low

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1

 All producers face increased environmental constraints, but large producers in
Russia, Scandinavia and North America, with accumulated environmental know-
how and sustainable plantation practices, are generally better positioned to address
environmental issues

• Is the market attractive? 2.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

3
 Current exports and employment are small
 Given forest coverage and historic sector size, the sector could grow significantly,

but this seems unlikely, given the cost and environmental factors identified above
• Are we aware of prospects already

interested in this sector in Georgia?
2

 Several firms are known to be interested in timber licenses, but we do not know of
any major investors interested in intermediate wood and pulp processing

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.50

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia,
GNIA report on opportunities in forest sector , Georgia Forest Development Project

Wood & Pulp
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Wood & Pulp: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Large forest area: almost 3 million hectares, over
40% of Georgia's territory

• Significant historical production of timber, furniture,
pulp and paper

• Significant market in Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan for construction materials, furniture and
packaging, currently largely imported

• Other than timber-harvest costs, other factor costs
are competitive: labor, energy, taxes, etc,

• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

Weaknesses

• Mountainous terrain and environmental factors
make harvest costs high relative to competitors

• Technology and skill-base is increasingly outdated
• Lack of clarity in overall forest-sector strategy –

desired balance between timber extraction,
environment protection, tourism/recreation and
other functions

• Lack of transparency in awarding of forest
concessions

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Primary forest products (as opposed to downstream
construction materials, furniture and packaging) do not
appear to be a promising sector in terms of export
competiveness or import substitution. However, given
the importance of the sector (40% land coverage, 4%+ of
GDP in Soviet times), this does seem to be an area
where the government needs to formulate a clear sector
strategy and framework. This should include:
1.A national forest-area management plan – clearly
demarcating which areas of forest are to be reserved for
timber extraction, tourism and recreation , water-shed
protection and so on
2.A clear and transparent process for awarding
concessions for different forest uses
3.Clear environmental regulations covering all aspects of
timber extraction – replanting, erosion-management,
chemical usage, transportation, etc.
4.A full business case to test the value of local timber
processing and pulp mill, vs. export of raw timber;
promotion of opportunity, if appropriate
5.Strategy for building linkages and replacing imported
raw materials in downstream sectors: construction
materials, furniture, packaging

Wood & Pulp
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Packaging: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Given bulky, low-value product, industry is highly localized with final packaging produced close to
customers in each market, using bulk raw materials (plastic pellets, paper pulp, waste paper and so
on)

• Rapid economic growth in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan in recent years has led to significant
increase in demand for packaging materials, much of it imported

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• In the Caucasus region, aside from local production, most paper and plastic packaging is currently
imported from Turkey, Ukraine, Russia and China

• Higher-end packaging (e.g. labels and cartons for exported wines) come mainly from the EU – Italy
and Germany

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Size and growth of local packaging market

 With growth of domestic consumption and exports, demand for
plastic and paper packaging in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan is
booming. Combined imports of plastic and paper products rose
from less than $200 million to more than $600 million in last 5
years

2. Cost advantage vs importing
 Given transportation costs and competitive local factor costs

(wages, energy, real-estate, taxes), local production makes more
sense than importing

Paper & Plastic Packaging

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Packaging: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

5

 Several local and foreign firms have invested in plastic bottle-making and paper
packaging lines

 These include captive lines operated by food processors and beverage companies,
and independent suppliers (e.g. Caucasian PET company, Kagaldi, Tara, etc.)

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

5

 Labor costs and energy costs are very competitive with Turkey and Ukraine, and
raw material costs are similar

 No tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
 After factoring in transportation costs, costs to produce packaging in Georgia are

20%+ cheaper than imports

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

3

 Georgian producers currently have no raw material advantage (they use imported
plastic pellets and local waste paper)

 However, in the longer term, there may be an opportunity to source key raw
materials locally at lower cost: paper pulp from local forestry/pulp mill, and plastic
from local petrochemical producers linked to the oil and gas pipelines

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Georgian producers have duty free access to Armenia and Azerbaijan, and
significant transport cost advantages over imports from outside the region

 Currently, there is limited production of plastic and paper packaging in Armenia and
Azerbaijan. A major paper packaging plant is under construction in Azerbaijan, but
this is not expected to be cost competitive with Georgian producers

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3
 Not a sector requiring advanced skills. Some skill-base remains from old Soviet

paper mills and production lines
• Are any barriers to competitiveness in

this sector relatively simple to remove?
5  No readily apparent barriers to development of this sector

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.3

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Paper & Plastic Packaging
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Packaging: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

1
• Not an export opportunity beyond immediate neighboring countries. Product is too

bulky and low margin to transport over long distances

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

5
 Total imports of plastic and paper goods into Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan have

grown from less than $200 million to more than $600 million over the last 5 years.
Imports come primarily from Turkey, Ukraine and Russia

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3
 Generally, this is a competitive, low-margin sector
 However, in the short term, given local supply gap and high import costs, producers

within the region may have an opportunity to earn high margins
• Is supply from key competitors being

constrained?
3

 Producers within Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan have a built-in cost-advantage
over competition from imports

• Is the market attractive? 3.0

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

1
 Employment impact will be minimal: a total of 1000-5000 jobs in the sector
 Growth of the sector will reduce import costs, but it is not a strategic growth sector

in itself
• Are we aware of prospects already

interested in this sector in Georgia?
3  Several local entrepreneurs are investing in the sector

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.0

Overall Evaluation: 3.50

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Paper & Plastic Packaging
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Packaging: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Fast-growing demand in Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan

• Low production costs: labor, energy, possibility to
reuse old local equipment, no tariffs on imported
equipment

• Attractive business environment and tax regime
• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

Weaknesses

• No major weaknesses
• However, even in this sector, the shortage of local

skilled engineers was noted. Local investors have
had to import key production engineers from
Turkey

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

• Not a strategic growth sector that requires proactive
government support

• But there is a clear opportunity to replace imports,
generate some regional exports, and support several
thousand local jobs

• Development of the sector will also help to reduce
costs for key exporters – wine, fruit, vegetables,
apparel, pharmaceuticals, etc.

Paper & Plastic Packaging
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Glass: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• As glass products are bulky and heavy, they are best manufactured close to their customer market.
At the same time, given batch processing and high energy consumption, the efficiency of glass
manufacturing plants increases with scale. In developed markets, a population of at least 2 million
people is considered the minimum market size for an efficient glass making operation (with a capacity
of about 60,000 tons or 300 million units per year). In emerging markets with lower consumption
levels, a market of at least 5-10 million consumers is ideal.

• In the Caucasus region, with a population of about 14 million, 1-2 glass-making operations would be
ideal. However, there are currently 4 plants (1 in Georgia, 2 in Armenia and 1 in Azerbaijan) with a
combined capacity of 160,000 tons. There is also plenty of capacity in Turkey and Southern Russia

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Given glass’ characteristics, most competition will come from regional sources: Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Turkey, Russia

• Some high-end glass is imported from the EU

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Scale: population base of 5-10 million;
consumption of 200 million containers per year

 The Caucasus market is large enough and growing at a reasonable
rate, driven by increased consumption and exports

X However, 4 plants already operate in the region, with at least 50%
excess capacity. And the 2 leading consumers of glass containers
in Georgia (the wine and mineral water sectors) saw volumes
collapse after the Russian embargo in 2006; orders are only just
returning to pre-embargo levels

2. Factor costs, particularly energy costs

 Labor costs, raw material costs (with local supplies) and plant and
equipment costs (with existing facilities) are very competitive

X However, energy costs (30-35% of costs) are much higher than in
Armenia and Azerbaijan

Glass Packaging

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Glass: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

4

 Leading Turkish glass conglomerate, SISECAM, purchased old Soviet glass factory,
Mina Ksani, in 1997 with IFC and EBRD support

 In addition to refurbishing existing 20,000T furnace, invested in new 30,000T
furnace in 2002; continues to supply majority of Georgian market

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

2

 Main cost components for glass manufacturing are gas and electricity (~35%), then
plant and equipment costs/capital depreciation (~30%), then raw materials (~20%)
and then labor costs (~10%)

 Labor costs in Georgia are low, raw material costs are competitive (with sand,
limestone and dolomite all sourced locally), and plant and equipment costs are also
low compared to alternate locations (given existing facilities and no tariffs on
imported equipment)

 However, energy costs are much higher than in Azerbaijan and Armenia, which
benefit from local/Russian gas supplies at very low cost

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

4
 All materials for glass manufacture (sand. limestone, dolomite) are available locally,

except soda from Bulgaria

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

4

 Georgia has open borders with both Armenia and Azerbaijan, whereas exports from
Armenia to Azerbaijan and vice versa need to go via Georgia

 Georgia has duty-free access to all members of the CIS
 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU and Turkey, which allows duty-free

access for 7200 product categories

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4
 As Georgia was home to the only major glass plant in the region in Soviet times and

has benefited from Turkish investment in the sector for the last 12 years, the skill-
base in this sector is strong

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1
 The barriers to competitiveness in this sector are largely beyond the control of local

stakeholders or policy-makers: excess capacity in the region, and lower costs in
Azerbaijan and Armenia, thanks to cheap gas and electricity supplies

• Can Georgia be competitive? 3.2

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Glass Packaging
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Glass: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

1
• Not an export opportunity beyond immediate neighboring countries. Product is too

bulky and low margin to transport over long distances

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

4

 With growing local consumption and growing food and beverage exports, there is a
large and growing market in the Caucasus region. However, with new furnaces
now operational in Armenia and Azerbaijan, there is excess capacity in the region,
and producers in Armenia and Azerbaijan benefit from lower energy costs

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 2  Excess capacity and alleged dumping have reduced prices to unprofitable levels

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1
 With excess capacity and lower energy costs, producers in Armenia and Azerbaijan

are likely to compete aggressively

• Is the market attractive? 2.0

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

1

 Minimal: sector currently employs less than 300 people and generates revenues of
$20 million

 Growth of the sector will reduce import costs, but it is not a strategic growth sector
in itself

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

3
 An Iranian glass manufacturer has expressed interest in setting up production in the

Poti Free Zone – with a view to serving the EU market

• Will sector focus generate impact? 3.0

Overall Evaluation: 2.58

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Glass Packaging
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Glass: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Oldest and largest glass operation in region with
50,000 ton capacity

• Leading global glass company, SISECAM, has
already invested, providing access to world-class
technology and management know-how

• Accumulated skill-base
• Competitive costs, other than energy: labor, raw

materials, plant and equipment, taxes

Weaknesses

• Lower energy costs in Armenia and Azerbaijan
• Excess capacity in the region

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

• Not a strategic sector that will generate significant
employment or exports – not a priority for proactive
government support

• However, the glass plant at Mina Ksani is a valuable
asset, one of the largest investments to date in
manufacturing, and it provides a valuable input to
other exporting industries (wine, mineral water, etc.)

• Given this, the government should ensure that Mina
Ksani operates in a fair environment, within the
context of free and open trade. The government may
want to:
–Investigate allegations of illegal dumping of product

by other producers in the Caucasus, and take action
if the allegations are founded

–Make sure that Mina Ksani has access to the lowest
possible energy costs, within the parameters of
Georgia’s liberalized energy market

Glass Packaging
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Automotive: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Very large global industry with more than $1 trillion in trade
• Given large investment costs and economies of scale, vehicle manufacturers(known as OEM s –

Original Equipment Manufacturers) cluster in locations with very large domestic and/or regional
markets: North America, EU, China, India, Russia, ASEAN, South Africa and Turkey

• Small countries are supplied from these hubs, sometimes with local kit-assembly operations. Smaller
countries within trade blocs (or with free trade access) often host auto parts manufacturers supplying
OEMs in the main market (e.g. Slovakia to EU; Colombia to NAFTA)

• In the case of the Caucasus and Central Asia, 90% of sales are imports of second-hand vehicles
from EU or Japan, or new vehicles from OEMs based in Russia. OEMs seem to have concluded that
Central Asia market is not large enough to justify local manufacturing

• Given global industry structure, best strategy for smaller countries within CIS would typically be to
become parts supplier to OEMs in Russia or Turkey

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Global leaders: US, Germany, Japan, Korea, China
• Regional competitors: Turkey, Russia, Belarus (for tractors)

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Scale: access to large growing regional market

X Georgia/Caucasus market is too small to be of interest. Given
Georgia’s low costs and good business environment, it could be a
good location for vehicle or parts production for the CIS if Russia
were included, but unlikely given the current tensions

2. Factor costs

 Wages and energy costs are very competitive
 Unused factory-space is widely available
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
X But weak technology/productivity and economies of scale

3. Engineering skill supply
- With historical heavy engineering cluster, skill supply should be

source of advantage for Georgia, but existing technology and skill-
base are outdated and output of new graduates is very small

Automotive Equipment & Parts

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Automotive: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

1

 Former Soviet factory, Kutaisi Auto-Mechanical Plant (KAMP), has been purchased
by local group, Georgian Industrial Group, but no longer produces vehicles or parts

 Several international firms (e.g. MAN, Tetra, Mahindra) have explored partnership
or licensing options with KAMP, but none have come to fruition

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

3

 Labor costs are very competitive – lower than neighbors and comparable to low-
cost Asian producers

 Energy costs are higher than neighbors, but competitive by global standards
 Unused factory space is widely available; no tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
 However, small scale of market and outdated technology limit productivity

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

2
 Georgia has no significant deposits of relevant raw materials (steel, etc.), but raw

material supply plays little role in automotive manufacturing location decisions

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3

 Manufacturers in Georgia have duty-free access to both the CIS and the EU.
However, given existing excess capacity in EU and Russia, manufacturers are very
unlikely to set up new operations to serve these markets

 Georgia could be base for exports to Central Asia and Caucasus, but volumes in
these markets are not sufficient to justify new plants

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

2

 Georgia’s main draw for automotive investors should be the fact that it has a cadre
of experienced workers from KAMP and other heavy manufacturing factories. But
the equipment and systems in these factories are so outdated that the existing
workforce would need extensive retraining; and quantity and quality of science and
engineering graduates has deteriorated over the last 15 years

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1

 The barriers to the competitiveness of the industry are significant –
 First, the small scale of the Central Asia and Caucasus market is an external factor

beyond Georgia’s control
 Second, it will take years to restore the supply of engineers with up-to-date skills

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.0

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Automotive Equipment & Parts
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Automotive: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

2

 In theory, producers in Georgia have access to large EU and CIS markets
 In practice, auto manufacturers are very unlikely to set up new plants in Georgia to

serve these markets (particularly given Georgia's strained relations with Russia),
when both the EU and Russia already have excess capacity, more modern efficient
factories and la larger skill-base, trained in the latest technologies and systems

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

3

 Imports of cars and trucks and agricultural vehicles to the 8 countries of Central
Asia and Caucasus exceeded $7 billion in 2008

 Given Georgia’s attractive factor-costs, location and business environment, Georgia
could potentially attract assembly operations to supply these markets

 But given excess capacity globally, OEMs are more likely to import from Russia and
elsewhere. Even if OEMs do decide to establish operations within the region, they
are unlikely to do so in Georgia, given the declining skill-base and political risk

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 1
 Prices are under pressure globally, due to slowdown and excess capacity
 Prices in the region are very weak, due to second-hand imports

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

2

 Manufacturers in Georgia would have slight advantage over imports due to logistics
costs. However, global and regional producers will likely compete aggressively in
the region, given their excess capacity and declining costs (as labor and material
costs are renegotiated in light of the global slow-down)

• Is the market attractive? 2.0

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

2
 Compared to agriculture and construction materials, impact on exports and jobs will

be limited: KAMP only employs 300 people, down from a peak of 17,000
 International vehicle and part manufacturers would likely employ even fewer people

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

2
 Several international firms (e.g. MAN, Tetra, Mahindra) have explored partnership

or licensing options with KAMP, but none have come to fruition

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.0

Overall Evaluation: 2.00

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Automotive Equipment & Parts
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Automotive: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Competitive factor costs: labor, energy, empty
factories, no import tariffs on equipment

• Attractive business environment and tax regime
• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

Weaknesses

• Relatively small scale of regional (Central Asia and
Caucasus) markets, already flooded with second-
hand imports

• Aging engineering skill-base, with no new
generation of engineers trained in latest
technologies and systems

• Poor condition of KAMP and other heavy
engineering plants

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Not a priority area for government attention, given more
promising sectors; but it is recommended that the
management of Kutaisi Auto-Mechanical Plant:
1.Develop promotion materials to send to potential
investors/partners (particularly Indian, Chinese, Korean
and East European firms)

• Quantify size/growth of each market segment in
Central Asia & Caucasus – cars, trucks, agri eqpt.

• Show the advantages (costs, logistics, business
environment, etc.) of manufacturing in Georgia vs.
importing or producing elsewhere in region

2.In collaboration with other heavy industry (TAM, TEVZ,
etc.) and investors in emerging sectors (construction
materials, agro-processing) launch joint-program to
revitalize engineering skill-supply

• Fund scholarships, R&D, exchanges, etc., to ensure
students are exposed to latest technologies and
systems; promote benefits of science and
engineering to school children, and so on

3.Sell or lease excess land/facilities to emerging growth
sectors: construction materials, apparel, agro-
processing, packaging, etc. – thereby generating income
for enterprise and employment for workforce

Automotive Equipment & Parts
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Rail Equipment: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Very concentrated global industry with a handful of global manufacturers: in China, North America,
EU, Ukraine, Russia, Japan, Korea, India and Brazil

• Small countries are supplied from these hubs, sometimes with local assembly operations and/or
maintenance and repair operations

• Within the former Soviet Union, most rail operators can not afford to upgrade their network to newer
EU or Asian technologies, so the market for replacement and refurbishment of locomotives and rolling
stock is still dominated by old Soviet factories: the DC locomotive plant and the electric wagon repair
plant in Georgia, the AC locomotive plant in Novocherkassk, and diesel locomotive and wagon plants
in other parts of the CIS

• Operators using DC electric systems are located mainly in Russia, Ukraine and the Caucasus
• Many rail networks in the CIS need to replace or refurbish their locomotives and rolling stock, but can

not afford to do so

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Global leaders: Germany, France, US, China, Japan, Korea, India
• Regional competitors: Russia, Ukraine

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Access to large growing regional market

- Georgian plants have virtual monopoly for repair and replacement
of locos and wagons for railways operating on DC electric systems
in Russia, Ukraine and the Caucasus. However, purchasing power
of operators in the region is extremely limited

2. Factor costs

 Wages and energy costs are very competitive
 Unused factory-space is widely available
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
X But weak technology/productivity and economies of scale

3. Engineering skill supply
- With historical heavy engineering cluster, skill supply should be

source of advantage for Georgia, but existing technology and skill-
base are outdated and output of new graduates is very small

Railway Equipment and Parts

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Rail Equipment: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

2

 2 former Soviet factories still operate: Elmavalmshenebeli (electric locomotive
factory) and Elektrovagonshmketebeli (electric wagon repair shop). Both still serve
clients in Russia, Ukraine and the Caucasus, albeit far below capacity

 Several foreign firms (e.g. Siemens, Czech firms) have explored partnership or
licensing with the locomotive and wagon plants, but none have come to fruition

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Labor costs are very competitive – lower than neighbors and comparable to low-
cost Asian producers

 Energy costs are higher than neighbors, but competitive by global standards
 Unused factory space is widely available; no tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
 However, existing facilities are very outdated. Would likely be more cost-effective to

build a new plant from scratch

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

2
 Georgia has no significant deposits of relevant raw materials (steel, etc.), but steel

is readily available from Ukraine. In any case, resource supply plays little role in rail
equipment manufacturing location decisions

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

4

 Georgian plants have virtual monopoly for repair and replacement of locos and
rolling stock for railways operating on DC electric systems in Russia, Ukraine and
the Caucasus. However, purchasing power of railway operators in the region is
extremely limited, so market is small

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

2

 Georgia’s main draw for rail-equipment investors should be the fact that it has a
cadre of experienced workers at the 2 existing locomotive and wagon facilities. But
these factories are so outdated that the workforce would need extensive retraining;
and quantity and quality of science and engineering graduates has deteriorated
over the last 15 years

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1

 The barriers to the competitiveness of the industry are significant –
 First, the limited purchasing power of railway operators in the region is an external

factor beyond Georgia’s control
 Second, it will take years to restore the supply of engineers with up-to-date skills

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.5

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Railway Equipment & Parts
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Rail Equipment: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

1
 Given different gauge and technologies, existing locomotive and wagon plants can

not serve rail-operators outside the CIS

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

3

 Georgian plants have virtual monopoly for repair and replacement of locos and
rolling stock for railways operating on DC electric systems in Russia, Ukraine &
Caucasus

 The potential market is large: it is estimated that operators in Russia and the
Ukraine need to replace or overhaul more than 2000 DC electric locomotives in the
near future

 However, purchasing power of railway operators in the region is extremely limited,
so market is small

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 1
 Prices are under pressure globally, due to slowdown and excess capacity
 Low purchasing power of operators will exert further pressure on prices in region

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

4
 Very few railway operators in the region can afford to convert and upgrade their

entire networks, so they can not buy from EU or Asian competitors

• Is the market attractive? 2.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

3

 Compared to agriculture and construction materials, impact on exports and jobs will
be limited: locomotive and wagon plants employ less than 3000 people, down from
a peak of 10,000

 International locomotive or wagon investors would likely employ even fewer people
• Are we aware of prospects already

interested in this sector in Georgia?
2

 Several foreign firms (e.g. Siemens, Czech firms) have explored partnership or
licensing with the locomotive and wagon plants, but none have come to fruition

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.42

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia,

Railway Equipment & Parts
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Rail Equipment: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Effective monopoly serving rail-operators using DC
electric systems in Russia, Ukraine and the
Caucasus

• Competitive factor costs: labor, energy, empty
factories, no import tariffs on equipment

• Attractive business environment and tax regime
• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

Weaknesses

• Extremely weak purchasing power of rail operators
in the region

• Aging engineering skill-base, with no new
generation of engineers trained in latest
technologies and systems

• Poor condition of existing locomotive and wagon
plants and other heavy engineering plants

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Not a priority area for government attention, given more
promising sectors; but it is recommended that the
management of Elmavalmshenebeli and
Elektrovagonshmketebeli:
1.Develop promotion materials to send to potential
investors/partners:

• Profile each DC-electric operator in the region and
quantify their loco and wagon replacement needs

• Show the advantages (costs, logistics, business
environment, etc.) of locating the production/repair
facilities to meet this need within Georgia

2.In collaboration with other heavy industry (TAM,
KAMP, etc.) and investors in emerging sectors
(construction materials, agro-processing) launch joint-
program to revitalize engineering skill-supply

• Fund scholarships, R&D, exchanges, etc., to ensure
students are exposed to latest technologies and
systems; promote benefits of science and
engineering to school children, and so on

3.Sell or lease excess land/facilities to emerging growth
sectors: construction materials, apparel, agro-
processing, packaging, etc. – thereby generating income
for enterprise and employment for workforce

Railway Equipment & Parts
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Aviation Equipment: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Manufacturing of commercial and military aircraft is highly concentrated global industry with a handful
of manufacturers: US, EU, Russia, China, India, Brazil, Canada, Israel

• Manufacturing of light aircraft for agricultural, industrial and recreational uses more fragmented:
dozens of small manufacturers mainly in US, EU, Canada and Brazil

• Commercial and military sales usually tied to national strategic or political agenda: strategic alliances,
offsets, benefits for local stakeholders

• Light aircraft sales negatively impacted by global economic slowdown, but expected to be boosted by
latest developments in ultra-light materials and fuel economy – reducing price and increasing market
penetration

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Commercial aircraft: US, EU, Russia
• Military aircraft: US, EU, Russia, China, India, Israel
• Light aircraft: US, EU, Brazil, Canada

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Strategic considerations: link between local
production/sourcing and potential sales

X Georgia’s own market is too small, and strained relations with
Russia may be deterrent for most aviation companies who want to
increase sales to Russia and other CIS countries

2. Existing products, facilities and skill base

 Tbilisi Aerospace Manufacturing (TAM) is one of only 2 plants in
world with technology to manufacture Sukhoi fighter planes, with
significant market in CIS, Latin America and elsewhere

X However, products, equipment and systems are increasingly
outdated – of diminishing value to foreign investors

3. Factor costs

 Wages and energy costs are very competitive
 Unused factory-space is widely available
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
X But weak technology/productivity and economies of scale

Aviation Equipment and Parts

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Aviation Equipment: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

3

 Tbilisi Aerospace Manufacturing (TAM) still manufactures and refurbishes Sukhoi
fighter aircraft for government customers in CIS and elsewhere. Over last 5 years,
TAM has singlehandedly generated more exports than any other sector except
scrap-metal

 TAM has agreements and contracts with a leading US light aircraft manufacturer, an
Israeli aerospace firm (including a subcontract for Boeing cargo doors) and an
Italian turbine manufacturer. However, despite numerous discussions, no major
foreign aerospace company has yet made hard investments in the sector

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Labor costs are competitive, compared to other countries with aircraft manufacturing
 Energy costs are higher than neighbors, but competitive by global standards
 Unused factory space is widely available, although existing facilities are outdated.
 No tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

2
 Georgia has no significant deposits of relevant raw materials (steel, etc.), but

resource supply plays little role in aerospace manufacturing location decisions

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3

 In aviation industry, location /logistics costs are not a factor – products can be
shipped from anywhere in the world

 Investors may worry that production in Georgia may reduce access to potential
customers in Russia and countries that want to maintain good relations with Russia

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3

 Georgia’s main draw for aerospace investors should be the fact that it has a cadre
of experienced workers at TAM. TAM’s products and R&D are more sophisticated
and up-to-date than the auto and rail sector, However, it is still the case that TAM’s
equipment and systems are outdated and the workforce will need significant
retraining; and the pool of new aerospace graduates is too small to be a major draw

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1

 The barriers to the competitiveness of the industry are significant –
 First, many global firms may be reluctant to invest in a location which may limit their

access to Russia and to countries that want to maintain good relations with Russia
 Second, it will take years to restore the supply of engineers with up-to-date skills

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.7
All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Aviation Equipment & Parts
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Aviation Equipment: market attractiveness, potential impact and
prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

3

 TAM and any new investors in the sector are likely to focus on 2 product segments:
military and light/executive aircraft. Sales in both these sectors are likely to be
relatively strong in coming years: military sales are little affected by economic
cycles; and light aircraft sales are likely to be boosted by new technologies which
make them more affordable

 However, Georgia’s ability to compete for these sales is questionable, given
strategic considerations and increasingly dated products and skill-base

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1
 Local market (even including Armenia and Azerbaijan) military, commercial and

light aircraft is tiny – not sufficient to justify establishment of production in Georgia

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 4
 With limited competition and sales driven largely by technical specifications or

strategic considerations, prices are generally healthy – albeit, price competition is
likely to intensify in the current economic environment

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1
 With their significant R&D and skills advantage and excess capacity, there is no

reason why global competitors (from US, EU, Asia and Russia) will be constrained

• Is the market attractive? 2.3

• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,
incomes, exports, etc.?

3
 Limited employment impact: TAM employs <3000, down from a peak of 15,000
 However, export revenues are significant: an average of $45 million per year over

the last 5 years
• Are we aware of prospects already

interested in this sector in Georgia?
2

 Several foreign firms (e.g. US, Israeli, Italian ) have explored partnership or
licensing with TAM, but none have come to fruition

• Will sector focus generate impact? 2.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.50

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, GNIA report on opportunities in medical sector

Aviation Equipment & Parts
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Aviation Equipment: sector summary, and recommendations to
accelerate growth

Strengths

• Existing Sukhoi product line, customer base,
facilities and skill-base

• Competitive factor costs: labor, energy, empty
factories, no import tariffs on equipment

• Attractive business environment and tax regime
• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

– may be draw for light aircraft manufacturer
targeting industrial and agricultural markets

Weaknesses

• Strategic considerations of aviation manufacturers
– small Caucasus market and strained relations
with Russia provide little incentive for local
production or sourcing

• Increasingly out-of-date products, facilities and
skill-base of diminishing value to new investors

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Not a priority area for government attention, given more
promising sectors; but it is recommended that the
management of TAM:
1.Continue to aggressively compete to maintain military
customer base in CIS and elsewhere
2.Focus on attracting global partner to invest in ultra-light
aircraft development

• Develop projections of potential market size
• Show benefits of partnering with TAM vs others,

based on skill-base, facilities, factor costs, etc.
3.Aggressively pursue aviation logistics park concept –
potential seems good for a freight and military hub
serving the Caucasus and Central Asia
4.In collaboration with other heavy industry (KAMP,
TEVZ, etc.) and investors in emerging sectors
(construction materials, agro-processing) launch joint-
program to revitalize engineering skill-supply

• Fund scholarships, R&D, exchanges, etc., to ensure
students are exposed to latest technologies and
systems; promote benefits of science and
engineering to school children, and so on

Aviation Equipment & Parts
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Shipbuilding: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Very concentrated global industry: 90% of global exports from Korea, EU, Japan, China
• After booming demand in 06-07, market collapsed at end of 2008
• Soviet Union developed distinctive capability in hydrofoil for passenger transport on rivers, lakes and

coastal waterways
• Poti shipbuilding yard was one of very few with aluminum welding technologies used for hydrofoil

manufacturing
• With economic growth in many countries suitable for hydrofoil services (China, India, Indonesia,

Philippines, Africa, Latin America), potential exists for growth in hydrofoil demand

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• General: South Korea, EU, Japan, China
• Hydrofoils: Russia, Ukraine

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Factor costs

 Wages and energy costs are very competitive
 Unused factory-space is widely available
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable
 Reasonable access to key raw material (aluminum) from

Turkmenistan

2. Distinctive skill-base / technology
- Poti had distinctive technology and know-how but production has

stopped; skill-base is aging, and no new generation of graduates

Shipbuilding

Sources: ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Shipbuilding: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

1
 Poti Shipbuilding was one of a handful of yards in the former Soviet Union

producing large hydrofoils. Company still exists but no longer producing hydrofoils
 1 Czech company has expressed interest in shipbuilding in Poti Free Zone

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Labor costs are competitive, compared to other countries with shipbuilding
 Energy costs are higher than neighbors, but competitive by global standards
 Unused factory space is widely available, although existing facilities are outdated.
 No tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs are very favorable

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

3
 Not a major factor in shipbuilding location decisions, but producers in Georgia could

have competitive access to key raw materials – iron from Rustavi, Aluminum from
Turkmenistan

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

3

 In shipbuilding industry, location /logistics costs are not a factor – products can be
shipped from anywhere in the world

 Investors may worry that production in Georgia may reduce access to potential
customers in Russia

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

2

 Georgia’s main draw for shipbuilding investors should be the fact that it has a cadre
of experienced workers at Poti. Poti had distinctive technology and know-how in
Plasma welding but production has stopped; skill-base is aging, and no new
generation of graduates

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

1
 The barriers to the competitiveness of the industry are significant –
 To rebuild Georgia’s distinctive position in hydrofoils will require significant

investment in facilities, R&D and skill-base

• Can Georgia be competitive? 2.3

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Shipbuilding
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Shipbuilding: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

2

• With economic growth in many countries suitable for hydrofoil services (China,
India, Indonesia, Philippines, Africa, Latin America), potential exists for growth in
hydrofoil demand

 But in short term, global slowdown in passenger and freight traffic (particularly in
Russia, CIS and Mediterranean) will likely depress hydrofoil demand

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1
 Some demand for passenger and cargo vessels on the Black Sea and Caspian –

but not sufficient to justify major investment in new facility.
 Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan also have their own shipbuilding facilities

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 2  Prices are under pressure globally, due to slowdown and excess capacity

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1

 With global slowdown and excess capacity, global players will compete all the more
aggressively

 In hydrofoil segment, Russian and Ukrainian yards with larger domestic markets are
likely better placed to compete

• Is the market attractive? 1.5
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
1  Minimal: potential exports and employment would be small

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

2  1 Czech company has expressed interest in shipbuilding in Poti Free Zone

• Will sector focus generate impact? 1.5

Overall Evaluation: 2.50

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, GNIA report on opportunities in medical sector

Shipbuilding
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Shipbuilding: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Legacy technology and know-how in hydrofoil
production and plasma welding

• Access to iron and aluminum raw materials
• Competitive factor costs: labor, energy, empty

factories, no import tariffs on equipment
• Attractive business environment and tax regime
• Potential duty-free access to CIS and EU markets

Weaknesses

• Production has stopped, and any legacy
technology and skill-base is now likely out-of-date

• Global slowdown in passenger and freight traffic
• Small regional market

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

Not a priority area for government attention, given more
promising sectors; but it is recommended that the
management of Poti Shipbuilding:
1.Develop promotion materials to send to potential
investors/partners

• Quantify size/growth of global and regional hydrofoil
market

• Show benefits of partnering with Poti vs others,
based on skill-base, facilities, factor costs, etc.

2.In collaboration with other heavy industry (TAM, TEVZ,
etc.) and investors in emerging sectors (construction
materials, agro-processing) launch joint-program to
revitalize engineering skill-supply

• Fund scholarships, R&D, exchanges, etc., to ensure
students are exposed to latest technologies and
systems; promote benefits of science and
engineering to school children, and so on

3.Sell or lease excess land/facilities to emerging growth
sectors: construction materials, apparel, agro-
processing, packaging, etc. – thereby generating income
for enterprise and employment for workforce

Shipbuilding
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Construction materials: overview of sector trends and competitive
drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Industry comprises all items needed for construction: cement and gypsum; stone, bricks, tiles, etc.;
construction equipment, metal bars and components; electrical components and fittings; wooden,
plastic and glass fittings, etc.

• Due to low value-to-weight ratio, industry tends to be relatively localized, with most products
manufactured in country or within neighboring region

• Imports of construction materials into Caucasus region have been growing dramatically, due to public
infrastructure and private construction projects in region. Given market size and growth, companies
are increasingly looking to establish manufacturing operations in one of the countries in the region

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• In region: Turkey, Russia, Azerbaijan, Armenia
• Globally: China, Germany, US

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Size and growth of regional market
 Georgia+Armenia+Azerbaijan (GAA) imports of construction

materials and equipment are growing rapidly and totaled more than
$5 billion in 2008

2. Raw material supply
 Georgia has reserves of many key raw materials, including

cement, stone products and metal deposits

3. Factor costs: energy, labor
 Wages in Georgia are lower than in neighboring countries or in

major global competitors. Energy costs are competitive, albeit not
as low as in Armenia and Azerbaijan

4. Business environment
 Georgia has by far the most attractive business environment in the

region: 15th in the World Bank Doing Business ranking, vs 33rd for
Azerbaijan and 44th for Armenia

Construction materials

Sources: ITC Trade Map, GNIA and USAID reports on opportunities in Georgia, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Construction materials: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Are there existing enterprises competing
successfully in this sector in Georgia?

5

 Several global companies have already invested in producing construction
materials in Georgia to serve the domestic and regional market – these include,
Heidelberg Cement, Knauf (Gypsum and other materials), Georgia Industrial Group,
an Estonian manufacturer of electric meters, an Indian producer of steel bars,
Interplast (plastic components and insulation), and many more

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Labor costs are lower than all neighboring countries. Energy costs are higher than
subsidized costs in Armenia and Azerbaijan, but competitive by global standards

 Raw material costs: competitive, since most major inputs can be sourced locally
 No import tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs: very competitive – World Bank Doing

Business ranks Georgia 15, Azerbaijan 33, Armenia 44, Turkey 59, and Russia 120

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

4

 Georgia has reserves of many raw materials, including: limestone, gypsum, sand,
basalt, slate, marble, perlite and other rocks, copper, manganese and scrap iron

 However, the licensing process for some of these assets has been inconsistent and
lacking in transparency, which has discouraged investment

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Georgia has open borders with both Armenia and Azerbaijan, whereas exports from
Armenia to Azerbaijan and vice versa need to go via Georgia

 Georgia has duty-free access to all members of the CIS
 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU and Turkey, which allows duty-free

access for 7200 product categories, including many construction materials

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3

 With historical cluster of metallurgy and related industries, Georgia has basic skills
for many construction products. However, workforce has limited experience in
latest technologies and techniques; and younger engineers and specialists with up-
to-date skills are hard to find, since quantity and quality of science and engineering
graduates has deteriorated over the last 15 years

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

4

 Future skills gap is the biggest threat to development of the industry. This is not an
immediate constraint, since existing cadre of engineers can meet current needs,
But government and industry need to start work now nurturing the next generation
of scientists and engineers, since it will take many years to create graduates

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.2
All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business,
GNIA and USAID reports on opportunities in construction materials

Construction materials
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Construction materials: market attractiveness, potential impact and
prospects
To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

2

 In general, limited potential to export beyond immediate neighbors, due to
localization of the construction materials industry

 However, in some areas where Georgia has deposits of particular raw materials,
there may be wider opportunities (e.g. pumice and perlite blocks, slate, marble, etc.)

 Even for more basic items (cement, metal components) there may be opportunities
to export to the Black Sea region (Turkey, Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria), given
Georgia’s low wages, reasonable energy costs and raw material supplies

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

5

 Major opportunity: GAA combined imports of construction-related materials and
equipment has grown from around $2 billion to over $5 billion over last 5 years

 Private sector construction has slowed due to the global crisis, but oil & gas and
infrastructure projects in all 3 countries are likely to keep going (i.e. refineries,
pipelines, electricity, telecom, roads, ports, airports, housing, water, waste, etc.)

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 3
 Given limited existing local suppliers and high cost of transporting imported

products, prices in GAA are generally attractive

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

4

 Market is currently fed largely by imports, and these are disadvantaged by transport
costs. Within the region, Azerbaijan and Armenia are constrained by higher wage
costs, the closed border between them, and less attractive business environment

 However, the main risk to Georgia is that the governments of Armenia and
Azerbaijan subsidize inputs in order to attract investors to set up manufacturing
units within those countries, rather than Georgia

• Is the market attractive? 3.5
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
5

 Significant: sector has potential to create thousands of jobs and hundreds of
millions in export revenues and/or reduced imports

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

5
 Several global firms have already shown interest, e.g.: RAKIA plans a cement

factory, a ceramics factory and a paint factory; an Egyptian firm is interested in
producing concrete blocks and a Bulgarian firm wants to manufacture lifts

• Will sector focus generate impact? 5.0

Overall Evaluation: 4.00

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, GNIA and USAID reports on opportunities in construction materials

Construction materials
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Construction materials: sector summary, and recommendations to
accelerate growth

Strengths

• Low labor costs
• Raw material supply
• Business environment
• Open borders and good transport links with

Armenia and Azerbaijan
• Large, growing regional market

Weaknesses

• Global slow-down in private construction
• Higher energy costs than Azerbaijan and Armenia
• Governments in Armenia and Azerbaijan may offer

subsidies or other incentives to attract investors to
set up manufacturing units within those countries

• Inconsistency and lack of transparency in awarding
licenses for key raw material reserves

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Conduct full analysis of construction materials
demand in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan:
prioritize most attractive product-segments based on
size and growth, localization advantage, raw material
supply, etc.

2. For priority segments, quantify opportunity and launch
targeted campaign to introduce opportunities to local
entrepreneurs and foreign investors

3. Review process for acquiring licenses to access key
raw material reserves; where necessary, improve
efficiency and transparency of process, to ensure that
investors can access critical raw materials on
competitive terms

4. Expand/deepen skill-base:
• Work with local universities and others to expand

vocational and degree programs dedicated to the
needs of the industry – in aggregates, metal
fabrication, engineering, etc.

Construction materials
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Apparel: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Global shakeout since end of the Multi-Fibre Agreement in 2005: many countries have lost share,
while low-cost leaders (China, Vietnam, Cambodia, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) have massively
increased exports – China and low cost South-Asian producers’ combined share of EU apparel
imports has risen from ~25% in 2003 to almost 40% in 2008

• At the same time, experienced higher cost producers (Turkey, Mauritius, Tunisia, Morocco) have
managed to survive and even grow by focusing on customer service and fast response-times, while
outsourcing basic assembly to lower cost locations (e.g. Mauritian firms maintain customer relations,
but outsource much production work to Madagascar)

• Industry is increasingly divided into low-cost commodity items (t-shirts, under-garments) and fast-
response fashion items (knitwear, embroidery, etc.)

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Low-cost leaders: China, Bangladesh, India, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Cambodia
• Fast-response leaders on EU periphery: Turkey, Tunisia, Morocco

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Competitive cost factors: wages, productivity,
logistics/ transport, utilities, rent

 Wages are lower than Turkey & other “near-shore” suppliers;
utilities, rent & transport costs are comparable; wages higher than
Asian countries, but Georgia has location advantage

2. Duty-free access to main markets (EU & US)
 GSP+ access to EU market; similar access to US market under

discussion

3. Reliability and response times
 Georgia benefits from Turkish investors’ established trackrecord

with EU buyers –Turkish firms in Georgia can source fabric quickly
and ship to EU quickly, either direct or via Istanbul

4. Skill-base
 Well educated, under-employed population, with basic skills

needed, plus some residual skills from old Soviet apparel factories

Apparel & other manual-skill operations

Sources: ITC Trade Map, CBI Report on EU Market, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Apparel: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises competing

successfully in this sector in Georgia?
5

 At least 4 Turkish firms have already invested (e.g. BTM, Acara), selling apparel
directly to major EU buyers like Marks & Spencer, Puma, etc.

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

4

 Labor costs for a basic assembly line worker ($150+ per month) are higher than
lowest-cost producers in South Asia and Africa ($70+ per month), but less than half
the rate in Turkey ($700+ per month) and other EU “near-shore” locations

 Utilities and real-estate costs are also competitive relative to near-shore competitors
 No import tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Fabrics and other inputs are more costly than in countries with vertically integrated

textile sectors, but can be sourced from Turkey with relative speed and efficiency
 Transportation costs and times to the EU are comparable to Turkey and Morocco,

and less than low-cost Asian and African producers

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

3
 No domestic yarn or fabric production. However, producers do have easy access to

Turkish fabrics and supplies. Plus, there is long-term potential to establish local
fabric production based on Central Asian cotton and/or local petrochemicals

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Relative proximity and good air and sea connections to EU market, both direct and
via established hub in Turkey

 Establishing fast-response times and trust with EU buyers would typically take
years, but Turkish investors give operations in Georgia this advantage

 Georgia has GSP+ access to the EU, which provides duty-free access to the market
for 7200 product categories, including apparel. US is considering offering the same

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

4

 Well educated, under-employed population, with basic skills needed, plus some
residual skills from old Soviet apparel factories

 With growth of apparel sector around Batumi, alongside agribusiness and tourism,
labor supply may become restricted. Need to create clusters in other centers.
Kutaisi and Zestaponi offer large under-employed populations, residual skills from
Soviet apparel factories, good transport links and plenty of unused factory space

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

5

 In short term no major barriers to growing satellite operations for Turkish firms. Long
term, to move up value chain & remain competitive vs. lower cost Asian producers,
Georgia will need to develop indigenous design and technical skills and a more
vertically-integrated local supply base (yarn, fabric, accessories, logistics, etc.)

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.3

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business

Apparel & other manual-skill operations
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Apparel: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Is there good export potential for this

product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

5
 EU apparel imports are enormous (more than $150 billion in 2008) and have

continued modest growth, despite the global economic crisis

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

1
 Local market is flooded with cheap imports and “seconds”. Will be some

opportunity for local producers to offload excess inventory and seconds, but
marginal

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 2
 Intense global competition since the end of the Multi-Fibre Agreement keeps

downward pressure on prices

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

4

 While Turkey/Morocco/Tunisia on the one hand and China/Asia on the other
continue to increase the apparel exports to the EU, both groups do face constraints:
the traditional suppliers on the EU periphery (Turkey, etc.) are challenged by rising
costs and reduced labor availability, while the lower-cost producers in Asia and
Africa are challenged by higher transport costs and lead-times

 Turkish firms in particular face rising costs and labor shortages; and are actively
seeking expansion locations

• Is the market attractive? 3.0
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
5

 Current exports and employment are small (<$10 million; ~2000 workers), but the
potential is large at least $100 million in exports and thousands of jobs

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

5
 Existing Turkish investors are seeking to expand, and more would likely be

interested if targeted promotion campaign were launched

• Will sector focus generate impact? 5.0

Overall Evaluation: 4.00

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, CBI, Department of Statistics of Georgia

Apparel & other manual-skill operations
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Apparel: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate growth

Strengths

• Very competitive factor costs: wages, real estate,
utilities, transport, taxes and business environment

• Good transport links and GSP+ access to EU,
world’s largest apparel market

• Proximity and familiarity for Turkish investors
seeking expansion options

• Educated, underemployed workforce with some
experience in apparel industry

Weaknesses

• With growth of the sector as well as agribusiness
and tourism in the Batumi area, labor supply in
area may become restricted. Need to create
clusters in other population centers

• Long term, to move up value chain and remain
competitive, need to develop local design and
technical skills and local supply base

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Identify potential expansion locations for the apparel
industry – traditional industrial centers with
underemployed workforce, empty factories and good
transport links – Kutaisi, Zestaponi and perhaps
others. Secure support of local governments for site
development, training, etc.

2. With help of Turkish Chamber of Commerce and
existing investors, launch targeted campaign to attract
more Turkish firms to expand operations in Georgia

3. Expand/deepen skill-base:
• Work with Kutaisi University and others to expand

vocational and degree programs dedicated to the
needs of the apparel industry

4. Pursue duty-free access to US market, similar to
GSP+ access to EU market

Apparel & other manual-skill operations
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Pharmaceuticals: overview of sector trends and competitive drivers

Global
Industry
Trends

• Large global industry with more than $800 billion in sales
• Given high value-to-weight ratio, sophisticated skill requirements and intellectual property concerns,

branded drugs tend to be manufactured in a few locations: US, EU, Puerto Rico, Costa Rica
• However, as governments and consumers seek to manage rising costs, there is a trend toward more

regional manufacturing of non-branded generics – in India, China, Brazil and elsewhere
• Relative to income levels, the countries of the former Soviet Union have some of the highest per

capita expenditure on pharmaceuticals and healthcare in general

Key Competitors
for Georgia

• Global leaders: Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, US, UK
• Low cost generic exporters: India, China, Brazil
• Regional producers: Central Europe (Hungary, Poland, Czech), Israel, Turkey, Russia

Factors driving investors’ location choices Georgia’s position

1. Market access to large growing regional market

 Georgia+Armenia+Azerbaijan (GAA) imports of pharmaceuticals
have been growing by more than 30% per year and totaled more
than $400 million in 2008. Total imports to Central Asia and
Caucasus exceeded $1.5 billion in 2008

2. Business environment – clear standards &
regulations, IP protection

 Georgia boasts good overall business environment (15th in World
Bank Doing Business rankings) and relatively rigorous but efficient
standards for drug testing and manufacturing

3. Skill supply: pharmacists, chemists, engineers,
etc.

- Georgia’s skill supply has been a source of strength, but the
country now faces a shortage of pharmacists and other personnel,
due to low quantity and quality of science and engineering
graduates in recent years

4. Factor costs
- Wages and energy costs are very competitive. All bulk materials &

packaging have to be imported, but that is true in most countries

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices

Sources: ITC Trade Map, GNIA report on opportunities in Georgia, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investor Interviews
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Pharmaceuticals: Georgia’s competitive position

To what extent: Score Evidence
• Are there existing enterprises competing

successfully in this sector in Georgia?
4

 3 local firms (Aversi, GPC and PSP) have established local manufacturing
operations and export product to Armenia, Azerbaijan and Central Asia

• Does Georgia have better cost factors
(labor, infrastructure, taxes) than key
competitors?

5

 Labor costs are very competitive, with graduate pharmacists paid $7-8000 per year,
comparable to India and other low-cost producers

 Bulk chemicals and packaging have to be imported but that is true in most global
manufacturing locations (Puerto Rico, Ireland, etc.)

 Energy and real estate costs are competitive
 No import tariffs on machinery and equipment
 Taxes and business environment costs: very competitive

• Does Georgia have resources or other
natural advantages?

3
 Not applicable – plays very little role in pharmaceutical manufacturing location

decisions

• Does Georgia have market access
advantages (due to location, logistics or
trade deals)?

5

 Georgia is ideally placed as a manufacturing hub for the Caucasus and for Central
Asia. Georgia has good transport links to all the main countries in the region and
duty free access to all members of the CIS

 Georgia also has GSP+ access to the EU market and Turkey, which allows duty-
free access for 7200 product categories

• Does Georgia have the skill base to
compete in this sector?

3

 Current skills are very impressive – even workers on the packaging assembly lines
have university degrees. But the country now faces a shortage of pharmacists and
other personnel, since quantity and quality of science and engineering graduates
has deteriorated over the last 15 years

• Are any barriers to competitiveness in
this sector relatively simple to remove?

4

 There are no immediate barriers to the development of the industry, but several
future threats will require significant time and effort to remove.

 First, significant investment and time will be required to rebuild the skill-base, if
Georgia is to market itself as a center for pharmaceutical manufacturing

 Second, if Georgian producers are to compete with cheap generics from India and
China on the basis of higher perceived quality, then all producers must be subjected
to strict approval and manufacturing standards

• Can Georgia be competitive? 4.0
All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, Department of Statistics of Georgia, Investment guide.ge, Economist Intelligence Unit, World Bank Doing Business,
GNIA report on opportunities in medical sector

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
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Pharmaceuticals: market attractiveness, potential impact and prospects

To what extent: Score Evidence

• Is there good export potential for this
product in major global markets (EU, CIS,
Mid-East, etc.)?

3

 Very difficult to compete in major global markets (EU and US), given the intense
competition and significant barriers to entry (tough approval processes, established
professional networks, consumer perceptions, etc.)

 But if Georgia establishes some scale and trackrecord serving the regional market,
there may be some opportunity to export to the Black Sea region and beyond

• Is there good import substitution
potential for this product in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan?

5

 Major opportunity: Georgia+Armenia+Azerbaijan (GAA) imports of pharmaceuticals
have been growing by more than 30% per year and totaled more than $400 million
in 2008. Total imports to Central Asia and Caucasus exceeded $1.5 billion in 2008

 Georgian producers benefit from duty-free access, good location/transport links and
professional ties to the region

 There are not known to be any other major pharmaceutical manufacturers in the
eight republics, except for one small producer in Armenia

• Are prices attractive and/or rising? 4

 Generally, a high-price/margin product, although intense global competition is likely
to exert downward pressure on prices

 Georgian producers apparently command a slight price premium vs. cheap Asian
imports, based on quality perception

• Is supply from key competitors being
constrained?

1

 Major generic producers (India, China and Russia) are aggressively targeting the
region and are unlikely to be constrained

 To compete, Georgian producers will need to rely on good marketing (leveraging
historical professional ties and language advantage) and higher quality perception

• Is the market attractive? 3.3
• Will investment in this sector impact jobs,

incomes, exports, etc.?
2

 Compared to agriculture and construction materials, impact on exports and jobs will
be moderate: at most 5,000 jobs and $50 million in exports in the medium term

• Are we aware of prospects already
interested in this sector in Georgia?

4
 In addition to 3 existing local players, at least 2 international pharma firms are

known to be interested: a Czech firm and a Ukrainian firm

• Will sector focus generate impact? 3.0

Overall Evaluation: 3.58

All scores on scale 1 to 5 (5=positive, 1=negative); total scores assume equal weight for each criteria

Sources: Investor Interviews, ITC Trade Map, Department of Statistics of Georgia, GNIA report on opportunities in medical sector

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
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Pharmaceuticals: sector summary, and recommendations to accelerate
growth

Strengths

• Large, growing regional market in Caucasus and
central Asia, with virtually no local medical
manufacturing capacity

• With 3 existing manufacturers, good location and
transport links, good skill base, low labor costs and
strong business environment, Georgia is well
placed to serve this market

Weaknesses

• Potential skill shortage
• Weak standards and inconsistent quality
• Uneven enforcement of IP regulations and other

standards
• Lack of vertical integration – bulk chemicals,

packaging, etc.
• Competition from shadow market and smuggled

and/or falsified and expired medicines

Recommendations to accelerate investment & growth

1. Expand/deepen skill-base:
• Work with local universities and others to expand

vocational and degree programs dedicated to the
needs of the industry – in pharmacy, chemistry,
production engineering, etc.

2. Establish clear timeline and targets for all
manufacturers to meet minimum standards for drug
approval, GMP, ISO, etc.

3. Launch targeted campaign to introduce Georgia’s
assets in medical manufacturing to local
entrepreneurs and foreign investors

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
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Appendix:
Organizations interviewed / visited
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ICAS interviewed more than 50 stakeholders and experts with insights
on each of the target sectors

Office of the Prime Minister

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Economic Development

Ministry of Agriculture

Ministry of Health and Labor

Georgia National Investment Agency

Government
AgriGeorgia
Aversi Rational
Bank of Georgia
BTM Textile
Chateau Mukhrani
CNFA
Dogan Ltd.
Doruk Nut & Food Co.
Ela Ltd.
Eurasian Steels
Georgian Technical University
GMT Group
Herbia Ltd.
Kagaldi Plus
Kutaisi Automotive
Mina JSC
Narinji
Nikora
Poti Sea Port Corp.
Rakeen Georgia
RAKIA Georgia
Sante GMT
Ska Capital
Tara Ltd.
Tbilisi Aircraft Manufacturing
Tbilvino
TEVZ

Companies and Organizations

 IFC

World Bank

EBRD

GTZ

MCC

USAID

Agvantage Program

EC Delegation

US & Czech Embassies

International Missions & Donors

Georgian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Turkish-Georgian Businessmen Association

American Chamber of Commerce in Georgia

Associations

Main organizations

– not exhaustive
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ICAS structured the interviews around the same core questions

1. Please name 3-5 agribusiness or industry subsectors where you think Georgia has the best
prospect to be competitive and attract investors in the near future.
[Note: we want quick wins – sectors where Georgia offers immediate opportunities, not sectors where a
lot of work needs to be done before Georgia is ready to compete or welcome investors]

2. For each of these sectors, please explain why you think Georgia offers investors good commercial
opportunities?
(e.g. market growth, good prices, competitive costs, specific resources or skills, successful precedents,
declining competitors, etc.)

3. For each of these sectors, what are the main competing locations? How do you think Georgia
compares to these locations?

4. What local or foreign companies do you know of already operating in Georgia in these sectors?

5. Prospects: Do you know of any local or foreign companies who have made inquiries about these
sectors in Georgia?

6. What are the main barriers to development of these sectors? What are the main actions that
government, donors and others need to take to make these sectors more attractive for investors?

7. Who else should we speak to?

Interview Questions
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Appendix:
Companies and organizations
operating in key manufacturing
sectors in Georgia
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Supporting Organizations: Chambers of Commerce and General
Business Associations

Organization Contact Info Web & Email

Georgian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
29 Berdznis str., Tbilisi
Tel:+995 (32) 72 07 10; Fax: (32)72 31 90
Giorgi Kakabadze, General Director; Jemal Inaishvili, President

http://www.gcci.ge
E-mail: info@gcci.ge

Federation of Georgian Businessmen
3 Gergeti st., 0105, Tbilisi
Phone: +995 (32) 940 472; Fax: +995 (32) 943 015

http://www.fgb.ge

Association of Georgian Exporters
13 Didgori St., Tbilisi
Tel: 53 14 63, Fax: 53 14 62

Email: age@gol.ge

Association for Protection of Landowners' Rights
(Georgian NGO that supports the orderly & transparent
development of land & property markets through
establishing stable ownership & use rights & formulating
viable & effective policies & legislation)

27 Pekini Avenue, V Floor, Tbilisi 0160
Tel.: (995 32)…; Fax: (995 32) 376 088; Hotline: 206 205

http://www.aplr.org/
E-mail: office@aplr.org

Chamber of Commerce &Industry of Autonomous
Republic of Adjara

26, Melashvili Street, Batumi
Tel: +995 222 7-28-41 Fax: 222 7-28-42

www.ajcci.ge
E-mail: cci@ajcci.ge

Telavi Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry
75 Alazani Street, Telavi
Tel: + 995 8250-7-60-57 Fax: +995 8250-7-60-57

www.gcci.ge
Email: tr_cci@yahoo.com

Zugdidi Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry
1, Janashia St, Zugdidi
Tel:+995 83 15-5-19-50 Fax:+995 83 15-5-19-50

www.zgcci.ge

American Chamber of Commerce in Georgia
1 Nutsubidze St, Tbilisi 0177
Tel: +(995 32) 312110; Fax: +(995 32) 312105
Amy Denman, Executive Director

http://www.amcham.ge
Email: amcham@amcham.ge

America Georgia
Business Council

2300 M Street, NW, Suite 800, Washington DC 20037
Tel: 1-202-416-1606; Fax: 1-202-293-3083

http://www.agbc.com
Email: agbds@agbds.com

Georgian-Turkish Businessmen`s Association
4 Tavisupleba Sq. Tbilisi
Tel: 93 26 03, Fax: 93 26 03;
Kenan Yildirim, President; Tel: 877-74-40-40

Email: gurtiad@yahoo.com

Association of Business Consulting Organizations of
Georgia

7 Kipshidze Str., Tbilisi 0162
Phone: +(995 32) 250085; 999077; Fax: +(995 32) 933539

http://www.abco.caucasus.net/
E-mail: abco@caucasus.net

Business Consulting Network – Georgia
(offer diverse services throughout Georgia via regional
offices in: Tbilisi, Kutaisi, Batumi, Gori, Zugdidi and
Telavi)

35 Orbeliani Str., Tbilisi 0105
Tel: 93 64 75; Fax: 92 24 61;

http://www.bcng.ge/eng
Email: tbilisi@bcng.ge

Sample– not exhaustive
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Supporting Organizations: Agricultural Organizations

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Farmers Union Of Georgia
(FUG)

142a, Tsereteli Ave.Tbilisi,380019
Tel: + 995.32.951200; +995.32.943612
Fax: + 995.822.001608

http://www.gfu.ge/index_e.htm
E-mail: mamuli@ti.net.ge

Members are 25 000 small farmers & ~500 agro
firms, cooperatives, agricultural enterprises,
farmers' associations, large farmers, who rent
about 10-500 ha land in order to produce
agricultural product. The union has branches in
almost every region of Georgia.

Farmers Rights Protection
Association Of Georgia

15, Krilov St. 2nd floor Tbilisi, 380002
Tel: + 995.32.998.682

E-mail: nbd@access.sanet.ge

Association for Farmers`
Rights Defence

Tbilisi, Vazisubani, 1m/r, building 5, apt 30
Tel: 77 77 57, Fax: 65 08 71

Email: afrd@geo.net.ge

Georgian Wine Producer's
Union

Levan Koberidze http://wine.ge

Georgian Wine Family Ltd.,
Telavi

19 Victor Jorbenadze St, 0103 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 (32) 776-123, +99532776117,
+995 (32) 776-118, +995 (32) 776-120;
Fax: +995 (32) 776-074

http://www.gwf.ge
E-mail: info@gwf.ge

Founded with GTZ assistance; Members: 7
small wine producers

Vinta.ge
32 Leselidze St., 0105 Tbilisi
Tina Kezeli, Director +995 99 564125;

http://www.vinta.ge
Email: tina.kezeli@vinta.ge

Small business consulting in wine sector

Biological Farming
Association "Elkana"

16 Gazapkhuli str., 0177, Tbilisi
Tel/Fax: +995 32 536487

http://www.elkana.org.ge/index.
php?lang=en
e-mail: biofarm@elkana.org.ge

Membership is open to any citizen of Georgia
interested in development of organic farming &
environmental protection. 450 members. Aims to
improve socio-economic conditions and
environmental protection through fostering
development of sustainable organic farming and
increasing self-reliance of the rural population

Georgian Dairy Association
117 Tsereteli Ave. Tbilisi
Tel: 35 03 77, Fax: 35 03 77

www.dairy.ge
Email: info@dairy.ge

7 members: Amaltea, Chveneburi, Eco Food,
Mamuli 2006, NMPA, Sando, Sante.

GONI – Assoc. of young
scientists of agriculture and
food industry

1 Mtskheta St. Tbilisi
Tel: 22 79 55, Fax: 22 79 55

Email: ngo_goni@yahoo.com

Sample– not exhaustive
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Supporting Organizations: Higher Education and Research Institutions

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Georgian Technical
University

77, Kostava Str., 0175, Tbilisi
Tel: Rector +995 32 365362; Chancery
+995 32 365093; Inquiries +995 32 365153
Fax: +995 32 365155
Archil Prangishvili, Rector; Davit
Tavkhelidze, Head of Science Sector

http://www.gtu.edu.ge/index_en
g.php
E-Mail: rectoroffice@gtu.ge;
Kanc@gtu.ge; Info@gtu.ge

Largest engineering education institution in
Georgia

Georgian State Agrarian
University

David Agmashenebely Alley, Tbilisi 0131
Tel: (99532) 594908, (99595) 301715

http://www.gsau.edu.ge
Email: office@gsau.edu.ge

Batumi Marine Academy
53 Rustaveli Ave., Batumi 6004
Tel: (995222) 75388, 74957
Fax: (995222) 74850

http://www.bma.edu.ge
Email: info@bma.edu.ge

Offers degree in marine engineering

Batumi Shota Rustaveli
State University

35 Ninoshvili St., Batumi 6010
Tel: 71773, Fax: 71787

http://www.bsu.edu.ge/ge/index.
php#
Email:
anzorberidze@yahoo.com

Offers degrees in agriculture and engineering

Georgian Aviation
University

16 Ketevan Tsamebuli Ave., Tbilisi
Tel: (99532) 776572, 773138

http://www.ssu.edu.ge
Email: tau_tbilisi@hotmail.com

Offers degrees in aviation engineering

Caucasus University
1 Saakadze square
Tel: (99532) 313224, 313225

www.cu.edu.ge
Email: info@cu.edu.ge

School of Technologies offers engineering
degrees

Akaki Tsereteli State
University

59 Tamar Mephe (King Tamara) St., Kutaisi
Tel: (995231) 42173

http://www.atsu.edu.ge
Email: atsu@edu.ge

Offers degrees in Engineering

Georgian State University
of Subtropical Agriculture

21 I. Chavchavadze Ave., Kutaisi
Tel: (995231) 21146

http://ssmsu.edu.ge/www/viewp
age.php?page_id=2

Offers degrees in Agriculture

International Black Sea
University

David Agmashenebeli Alley, 13th km, bldg 2
Tel: (99532) 595005, Fax: (99532) 595008

http://www.ibsu.edu.ge Offers degrees in ICT & Engineering

Research Institute of
Horticulture, Viticulture and
Winemaking

6 Marshall Gelovani Ave., 380015 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 523011; +995 99 518858
Nodar Chkhatarashvili, Director

Research Institute of
Farming

Tserovani Village, Mtsheta 3300
Tel: +995 32 26-13-06; Fax: 26-52-56

http://tavtavi.gol.ge
; E-mail: A_Mumladze@gol.ge

Research Institute of Plant
Protection

82 Chavchavadze Ave., Tbilisi 380079
Tel: (99532) 230388, 220172

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Wine (& Alcoholic Beverages) Sector

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Badagoni Ltd

4 Tavisupleba square, 0105 Tbilisi
Tel/Fax: +995 32 936 243
Gia Shengelia, Executive Director 877-95-77-55;
Gogi Salakaia, General Director

www.badagoni.ge

Bagrationi 1882 JSC
12 D.Saradjishvili Ave., 0153 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 651236; Fax: +995 32 652432

www.bagrationi.ge

Castel - Georgia Ltd.
Lilo, Kakheti Highway, Samgori District 1158
Tel: 264045 740800
Manager: Gia Kokhreidze

http://www.castel/ge
Email: info@castel.ge

Georgian Wines & Spirits Company
Achinebuli 2200 Telavi, 0108
Tel: +995 35 076051; Fax: +995 35 050065

www.gws.ge

Gomi Spirits & Vodka Company JSC

Gomi, Khashuri Region
149, B. Khmelnitsky St., 0136 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 791817; Fax: +995 32 790190
Manager: Malkhaz Chkoidze

http://www.gomi.ge
Email: info@gomi.ge

Kazbegi JSC

7 Sanapiro St., Tbilisi
Tel: 95 25 92,Fax: 94 25 74
6, Mshvidoba St., 383040 Rustavi
Tel: +995 34 156134; Fax: +995 32 156124

http://www.kazbegi.com/index.php?lang_i
d=ENG&sec_id

Khareba Ltd
1 Rustaveli Ave. , 0108 Tbilisi
Tel.: (+995 32) 988 396

Kindzmarauli Corporation JSC
Erekle Tatishvili Line # 4, 0179 Tbilisi
Tel.: (995 32) 230 054; Tamaz Konchoshvili

http://www.kindzmarauli.ge/main.php?lan
g=eng

Kindzmarauli Marani Ltd.
88 Paliashvili St., 0179 Tbilisi
Tel.: (995 32) 917 337

www.kmwine.ge

Lomisi JSC (Brewery Natakhtari)
Natakhtari Village, Mtskheta Region
Tel: 261661; 268222; Fax: 261137; 262277

http://natakhtari.com/eng/default.asp
Email:brewery@natakhtari.com

Mildiani Family Ltd
5 Jikia St., 0186 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 209999; Fax: +995 32 209998

www.mildiani.ge

Saradjishvili JSC
4 D. Sarajishvili St., Tbilisi
Tel: 65 75 55, Fax: 65 44 44

www.saradjishvili.ge
Email: info@saradjishvili.ge.

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Wine (& Alcoholic Beverages) Sector - continued

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Taro BZI Investment Incorporation in
Georgia

62 Chavchavadze St., 0162 Tbilisi
Tel +995 32 294 659; Fax +995 32 294 759

www.taro.ge

Tbilvazi Ltd
Region Mtskheta, Village Gldani, 3304
Tel +99532 586236; Mobile: +99599 577052

http://www.tbilvazi.ge
Email: l_tsuleiskiri@yahoo.com

Tbilvino JSC

Sarajishvili ave.2 , 0153 Tbilisi
Tel: (995 32) 651625 Fax : (995 32) 651461
Giorgi Margvelashvili, President
Levan Shatashvili, Sales Manager, (99599) 302010

www.tbilvino.com.ge
E-mail: info@tbilvino.com.ge

Telavi Wine Cellar Ltd
2 Marshal Gelovani Ave., 0159 Tbilisi
Tel.: (+995 32) 985 296; Fax.: (+995 32) 985 296

Teliani Valley JSC
2 Marshal Gelovani Ave, 0159 Tbilisi
Tel.: (+995 32) 313 245; Fax.: (+995 32) 313 249
Archil Gegenava - President

www.telianivalley.com

Tiflis Wine Celler Ltd
27 Jumashev St., 0198 Tbilisi
Tel.: (+995 32) 407 200; Fax.: (+995 32) 407 181

Tiflisi Marani Ltd (Tbilisi Cellar)
Village Vaziani, Gardabani Region, 1310
Tel (995 32) 507 590; Fax (995 32) 507 593

www.tmarani.ge

Ushba Distiller Ltd
20, Kairo St. , 0137 Tbilisi
Tel (+995 32) 700 911; Fax (+995 32) 701 654

www.ushba.ge

Vazi+
4 Tsinamdzgvrishvili Str., 3306 Mtskheta, Zahes
Tel: + 995 32 65-87-56
Kakha Chotiashvili, David Khalvashi

Email: info@binekhi.ge

Vaziani JSC
Orhevi Settlement. Ahvlediani Line, 8, 0109 Tbilisi
Tel.: (+995 32) 768 966; Fax.: (+995 32) 768 749

www.vaziani.ge

Vinoterra Ltd Gia Piradashvili

Wine Company SHUMI

Tsinandali, Telavi
Tel: (+995350)75333; (+99532)506075/76; Fax:
(995 350) 5 00 61; Rep office in Tbilisi: 153,
Agmashenebeli Ave., Tbilisi
Tel./Fax: (995 32) 94 14 91; (995 32) 94 18 28
(+99532) 951652

www.shumi.ge
Email: shumi@shumi.ge

Wineman Ltd
3 Jorjadze str. Tbilisi
Tel: 995 32 25 20 57; Fax: 995 32 25 20 57;
Konstantine Gagua

Email: info@wineman.ge

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Fruit & Vegetable Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Aromaproduct LLC
17 Guramishvili Ave., Tbilisi
Tel: 61 33 56, Fax: 61 33 56

http://www.aroma.ge/

Juices, Jams, Bottled Fruits, Nuts, Dried Fruits,
Spices and Sauces. Two decades of experience
in fruit processing. Underwent extensive
restructuring and has successfully diversified its
markets to include many new countries
worldwide. Currently sells products to Japan,
Taiwan, USA, Russia, Latvia and Estonia. Turkey,
UAE and Israel are expected to join this list shortly

Begi Company
68 Kostava Str., 0171 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 2121 72/73; Fax:+995 32 212174

http://begicompany.com/
Email: info@begicompany.com

Vertically integrated structure uniting companies
specializing in production, processing and storage
of agricultural products as well as food
manufacturing and distribution. Main focus on
Flour, Pasta.

Dani

Georgian-US company, launched construction of
food processing enterprise in Zugdidi to produce
jam and natural juice; investment USD 1 million;
owns 100 ha land already and wants to acquire
additional 200 ha, this will cost GEL 100,000

Delidor
Tbilisi
Tel: 26 80 18, 22 30 94, Fax 26 10 12
Akaki Paichadze 899-50-85-81

http://www.delidor.ge/
Georgian-Dutch joint venture, frosen food and
vegetables

Doruk Nut and Food
Company, Ltd

Khutsubani Village, Kobuleti,
Chagatai Yaman, Owner
(99577) 75-61-61, (99577) 59-28-28

Hazelnut and mandarin processing owned by
Turkish businessman

Eco Food
26 a Akhvlediani st., Orkhevi district, Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 45 80 90, 26 92 29; Fax: +995 32
45 80 40

http://www.eco-
food.ge/n/index.php?lang=eng
Email: contact@Eco-Food.ge.

Herbia LTD
Tkichiri Village, Tskaltubo 5400
Tel (99599) 516077
Zurab Janelidze, Founder-Director

www.herbia.ge
Email: info@herbia.ge

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Fruit & Vegetable Sectors - continued

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Hipp Georgia Ltd Considering large investment in Fruit processing

Ioli Group
13 Abuseridze-tbeli St. , Tbilisi
Tel: 74 88 97, 74 88 95, Fax: 40 71 70

http://www.ioligroup.ge/indexe.h
tml

Narinji LTD

Village Urekhi, Khelvachauri region, Adjara
Tel (99577) 74-00-50
David Asanidze, Director (99597) 106040,
(99577) 591058; Merab Turmanidze, Production
Manager( 99599) 373798; Sasha Makatsaria
(99599) 201022

http://www.narinji.ge
Email: narinji@gmcholding.ge

Orange & fruit processing plant

Rtveli 2008 Ltd Gurjaani
http://www.internet.ge/v2/index.
php?action=news&category=4&
news=37494

New company with significant investments in fruit
processing in Kakheti region.

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Nut Sector

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

AgriGeorgia Ltd

16 Paliashvili Street, Apt. A &D, Tbilisi 0179
Tel (99532) 29-49-06
Ivan Khokhlov, Administration Manager, Tel
(995 77) 25 24 20

http://www.ferrero.com/eng/inde
x.html
Email:
ivan.khokhlov@agrigeorgia.ge

Subsidiary of Ferrero

Argonuts LLC

89 Agmashenebeli Str., 2100, Zugdidi
Tel.: +995 315 51520; Fax: +995 315
51545; General Director: Mamuka Todua;
E-mail: mtodua@argonuts.ge

http://argonuts.ge/index_eng.sht
ml
Email: argonuts@argonuts.ge

Joint investment of Loyal Capital Group B.V. and
EBRD. Processing of Georgian hazelnuts and export of
hazelnut products. Processing plant located in Zugdidi
city, West Georgia, where the main supplies of
hazelnut are gathered. Plant is equipped with state-of-
art technologies from Italian firm “Brovind” and modern
quality control laboratory. Monthly capacity is 1200T.
5 types of hazelnut products are produced: unshelled,
roasted, diced, paste, coated

Caucasian Nut
Company

25 Akhvlediani str., Orkhevi, Tbilisi 0109
Tel: +99532458284 Fax: +49 532 45 82 84;

http://caucasiannutcompany.co
m/
Email:
info@caucasiannutcompany.co
m

Doruk Nut and Food
Company, Ltd

Khutsubani Village, Kobuleti,
Chagatai Yaman, Owner
(99577) 75-61-61, (99577) 59-28-28

Hazelnut and mandarin processing owned by Turkish
businessman

Hazelnut Cultivation
& Processing
Company (HCPC)

Owns 600 ha. of land. Consolidates hazelnuts from
Kakheti, Vani, Guria, Samegrelo regions. Capacity is 8-
10 tons per day. Management is expanding capacity by
building a new warehouse, purchasing new equipment.
The Hazelnut Factory and HCPC are the two largest
players in the hazelnut business in Georgia. HCPC
sales in 2004-2005 season were 550T

Hazelnut Factory Ltd

Owns 95 ha of land in Oruli in Samegrelo region;
consolidates hazelnuts from Samegrelo and Abkhazeti.
Has conducted hazelnut roasting for the first time this
year as a value addition alternative. Capacity is 2.1
tones per hour (cracking). Sorting capacity depends on
the quality of hazelnuts

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Meat, Dairy & Fish Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Eco Food
26 a Akhvlediani st., Orkhevi district, Tbilisi
Tel: +995 32 45 80 90, 26 92 29; Fax: +995 32
45 80 40

http://www.eco-
food.ge/n/index.php?lang=eng
Email: contact@Eco-Food.ge.

Ioli Group
13 Abuseridze-tbeli St. , Tbilisi
Tel: 74 88 97, 74 88 95, Fax: 40 71 70

http://www.ioligroup.ge/indexe.h
tml

Meatana
26 Chkondideli St. , Tbilisi
Tel: 66 87 77, Fax: 66 85 55

http://www.meatana.ge/
Email: office@mitana.ge

Nikora

11, M.Kavtaradze str. Tbilisi, 0180
Tel/fax (+99532) 69-02-06/07
Irakli Lomaia, General Director
Tel/fax (+99532) 69-02-06/07,
irakli.lomaia@nikora.ge.

www.nikora.ge
Email: contact@nikora.ge

Food processing, import and distribution (meat,
fish, soft drinks)

Sante GMT
Products

10 Kakheti Highway, 0182 Tbilisi
Tel (99532) 24-12-41
Irakli Laitadze, Deputy Director, Finance, GMT
Group (99532) 98-89-88, ilaitadze@gmt.ge;
Archil Aroshidze, Financial Manager, Sante
(99532) 70-80-55, aarishidze@sante.ge.

http://www.sante.ge
Email sante@sante.ge

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Other Agribusiness Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Rakeen Georgia

2 Baratashvili street 0105, Tbilisi
Tel (99532) 93-33-93
Zaza Mikadze, General Director (99599)
575767, (99595) 307777, mikadze@rakeen.ge
Zurab Neparidze, Chief Legal Officer (99595)
208899, z.neparidze@rakeen.ge
Dr. Chatterji, General Director of Rakia Georgia
Poti Free Industrial Zone
Roni Saab, Managing Director of Poti Port,
(99577) 22-11-33

www.rakeen.ge
http://www.rakiageorgia-
freezone.com
http://www.potiseaport.com/?ps
p-lang=en
Email: info@rakeen.ge

Geoplant Ltd
55 Chavchavadze Ave., Tbilisi
Tel: +99532227430; Fax: +99532226320
David Dumbadze - President

http://www.geoplant.ge
Email: Geoplant@geoplant.ge

Tea producer and exporter

Georgian Sugar LTD
Cholokashvili Street, Kareli 47 28 11; Tel:
822566905; Email: ; Manager: Giorgi Isakadze

Sugar Plant

Samgori 94 Group Avtandil Tsereteli - General Director http://www.groupsamgori94.ge/

Food production and distribution (oil, sugar, rice,
tea); owns tobacco (Georgian Tobacco
Manufacturing) and (at least partially) chocolate
(Chocoswiss Rosali Sambar Ltd) factories

Chocoswiss Rosali
Sambar Ltd.

Abuseridze-Tbeli St., 13, Tbilisi;
Tel: +99532748769

http://www.rosali.ge/
Email: contact@rosali.ge

Part of Samgori 94 Group. Manufacturer of
chocolate bars & pralines, made of the best
chocolate from Switzerland & Belgium

Georgian Tobacco
Manufacturing Ltd

Tbilisi, Samgori #5
770335, 778868;
Chairman: Avtandil Tseretelli
General Director: David Ghvinepadze
Director: Ghassan Nahas

http://www.gtm.com.ge/
Part of Samgori-94 Group. First private tobacco
factory in Georgia, founded in 1998

Urekhi Ltd.
Achara region
Zeki Yesil/Owner: 877 56 46 07
Mustafa Kisacik 877 75 10 02

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Wood & Pulp, Packaging and Glass Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Emil Rayners LTD Mr. Zurab Adamia (+99599 586838) Belgium company, Samckhe-Javakheti

Georgian Forest
LTD

Martvili district, villages: Krusu; Taleshi
Mr. Akaki Todua (+99555 155105)

Georgian Wood &
Industrial Company
LTD

Wang Jiaxing, Deputy Director, 899 61 97 66
Chinese company, plant in Kvareli (Kakheti
region); also might have operations in Samegrelo-
upper Svaneti

Starwood
Achara region
Sadettin Aydin, Representative of the owner;
897 82 11 80

Mina JSC (Ksani
Glass Container
Factory)

3312 Ksani
Tel (99532) 94-03-18/26
Giorgi Mgeladze, General Director, (99532) 44-
99-81/82/84, (99577) 40-20-69; Email
gmgeladze@mina.com.ge

http://www.mina.com.ge/indexe.
html
Email: mina@mina.com.ge

Glass container production

Kagaldi Plus LTD Tamaz Barnov, owner/manager 899-95-56-65 Paper production to be started in May 2009

Tara Ltd

Tel 253272 899978179 899653400
Temur Gelashvili, Owner & Director (99599) 51-
64-98
Alexander Cholokava, General Director

Paper production started recently

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Transportation Equipment Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Elektrovagonshmket
ebeli (Railroad
electric car repair
plant)

32 Ts. Dadiani Ave, Tbilisi 0180
Tel: (+99532) 956961; 564926; Fax: (+99532)
957667
Guram Ratiani, Director
Valerian Kavtaradzee, Technical Director 895-
22-77-08

http://www.elwagon.ge/index.ph
p?lang=en
E-Mail: info@elwagon.ge

Railroad electric car repair plant

Elmavalmshenebeli
JSC

84 Guramishvili Ave., 0141 Tbilisi
Zurab Tsintsadze, General Director, 653114,
877-48-89-89
Jemal Bolashvili, Technical Director 65311, 899
574803
Tamaz Ugulava, Commercial Director 653142

http://www.tevz.com Electric locomotives

Kutaisi Automotive
Plant (part of
Georgian Industrial
Group)

88 Automobile st., Kutaisi 4600
Tel (995331) 755-20, 935-56
Merab Chrelashvili, Director (99599) 39-83-88;
Jemal Pancxava, Deputy Director (99599) 98-
99-85

http://www.gig.ge/index.php?m=
static&s=9
Email: kamp@gig.ge

Automotive Industry

TAM JSC - Tbilisi
Aircraft
Manufacturing
(Tbilaviamsheni)

181 B. Kmelnitski st, 0136, Tbilisi
Tel: (99532) 70-84-12, 98-25-51, 70-23-00
Pantiko Tordia, General Director
Nona Tordia, Chairman of Supervisory Board

http://www.tam.ge/ Aircraft manufacturing

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Construction Materials Sector

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Delta Ltd.
0177 Tbilisi, 56, Nutsubidze St.
Tel: +995 32) 316 713.

Dio Ltd.
0194 Tbilisi; 55, Saburtalo St.
Tel: (+995 32) 331 199.

www.dio.ge

Dugabi Plus Batumi, Achara Region, (+995 99) 536 383.

Eurasian Steels Ltd

110 Tsinamdzgvrishvili st., Tbilisi
Paata Chkhenkeli, Director, (99577) 20-91-20;
Gia Dolbaia, Operations Manager (99577) 20-
91-35.

Metal Construction Materials (steel/ferro-concrete
reinforcement); Kutaisi metallurgic plant under
construction with Indian investments (Maneshia,
Calcutta).

Evrobloki Ltd.
Mtskheta St. Lane #8
Director: Chishkariani George; +995 77 710877

Geo-group Ltd.
0186 Tbilisi, 8, Qavtaradze St.

Tel: (+995 32) 303 399/ 303 311; Fax: (+995 32)
303 399

www.wintechpvc.com
Email: geo-group-
ltd@hotmail.com

Geokabadoki Ltd.
Rustavi, Kostava 14/13
Fax: +995 824 141 267; Tel: +995 824 141 267

Georgian
Manganese LTD

9 Sakarkhno Street, Zestafoni 26 29 11
Tel: 331629 331628
Manager: Alexander Zilbermann

Production of cast iron, steel and ferric alloys

GRC LLC.
0119 Tbilisi, 141 Tsereteli Ave.
Tel.: +995 32 355 955; Fax: +995 32 355 956

www.grc.ge
Email: office@grc.ge

HB Ltd.
0159, Tbilisi, Digomi housing estate, 3rd block,;
2nd building, apartment #2
Tel.: (+995 32) 45 41 70.

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Construction Materials Sector - continued

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Heidelberg Cement/
Heidelberg Group

90 Tsinamdzgvrishvili St. Tbilisi
Tel: 47 47 47, Fax: 47 07 07

http://www.heidelbergcement.co
m/global/en/company/group_are
as/europe/geor
Email:
goderdzi.goderdzishvili@heidel
berg.comgia.htm

In 2006, HeidelbergCement purchased 51% stake
in cement grinding plant Kartuli Cementi -
extended and transformed into integrated cement
plant. New plant with capacity of 400,000 tons
commissioned in early 2008. At end of 2006, then
acquired a 75% stake in Saqcementi, largest
cement producer in Caucasus region. Saqcementi
operates two cement plants (Kaspi and Rustavi)
with a total capacity of 1.6 million tons of cement.
Another member of the Heidelberg Group, MAIX,
a building materials manufacturer, also recently
entered Georgia. MAIX is a leader in
manufacturing insulation materials, dyes, stuccos
and spackling, glues, and other building materials.

INTERPLAST
Building Materials

0104 Tbilisi, Didi lilo
Tel.: (+995 32) 260 041;

www.interplast.com.ge
Email: info@interplast.ge

Kemkheli Ltd.
Thermo Insulation
Materials

Tbilisi 0137,4 Kairo Street
Tel.: +995 32 711 653; Mob.: +995 99 163 699.

Knauf
0160 Tbilisi, 19 Gamrekeli St.
Tel.: (+995 32) 242 501; Fax: +995 32 242 504.

http://www.knauf.ge/

Metals Georgia Ltd.
Didi Digomi
Director: Torotadze Andro: (+995 77) 413 140

PARAVANPERLITE
Ltd Mining Company

0179, Tbilisi , 29, I. Abashidze
Tel.: (+995 32) 917 154; 917 150; 917 155
Fax.: (+995 32) 222 562

www.perlite.ge

Porobeton Ltd.
0194 Tbilisi, Panaskerteli St.; Block # 17,
apartment 45; Tel: (+995 32) 321 165.

Rustavi Metallurgic
Plant

12 Gagarin St., Tbilisi 3700
Tel: (99524) 192010, 193367
Vili Eligulashvili, General Director

Semi Ltd.
0194 Sairme St., 1st Block, Apartment # 5
899 259 030

Sample– not exhaustive
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Companies: Apparel and Pharmaceutical Sectors

Organization Contact Info Web & Email Notes

Aversi Rational LTD

148/2 Agmashenebeli Ave, Tbilisi; 14
Chirnakhuli Str. Lilo
Tel (99532) 98-78-60; (99532) 50-80-01;
(99532) 40-70-90 /91/92
Bezhan Ilashvili, Production Director (99577) 75-
12-51; E-mail: bezhan.ilashvili@aversi.ge

http://www.aversi.ge/index.php?
lang=eng
Email: info@aversi.ge

BATFARMA Ltd
№65 Noneshvili Sreet, Batumi 6007
Tel: (+995) 32 43 10 10, (+995) 222 5 05 66;
Fax: (+995) 77 49 13 16

http://www.batfarma.ge/en/index
.php
Email: info@batfarma.ge

GMP Ltd
Qvemo Ponichala inh. 65, Tbilisi, 0165
Tel: (+995 32) 40 48 01; (+995 32) 40 48 02;
(+995 32) 40 43 83; Fax: (+995 32) 40 48 03

http://www.gmp.ge/
Email: office@gmpgeo.com;
office@gmp.ge

Tbilchimpharm JSC Tamaz Sulukhia - General Director

Acara Textile
Mehmet Engin Cavusoglu,General Manager
858 6900 46

Textile company; also operates “greenhouse
business” under name of Aykon Group.

BTM Textile
(subsidiary of ATK
Textile, Turkey)

60 Agmashenebeli st., Khelvachauri, Batumi
Tel (99558) 66-78-81
Cezmi Aksahin, General Manager

http://www.btmtextile.com/
Email: info@btmtextile.com

BTM Textile Ltd. is a subsidiary company of
Turkish ATK Textile. One of the biggest textile
investments in Georgia. Plant has 150,000 square
feet, 600 employees

Lotos
See
http://presa.ge/index.php?text=n
ews&i=7027

Puma
See
http://presa.ge/index.php?text=n
ews&i=7027

Sample– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies by
sector
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Existing reports and studies consulted: General

Publisher Title DateWeb Link
Dept of Statistics
of Georgia

Various publications http://www.statistics.ge/publication.php?pform=-999999&plang=1

AMCHAM
AmCham Survey: Investment Climate, Transport &
Trade Facilitation, February 2008

2008http://www.amcham.ge/res/Bullets_on_1stPage/news/EBP.pdf

AMCHAM and
EUGBC

Georgia SWOT Analysis by AMCHAM and EUGBC
members

2007http://www.investmentguide.ge/index.php?sec_id=18&lang_id=ENG

EBRD Country factsheet Georgia 2008-09http://www.ebrd.com/pubs/factsh/country/georgia.pdf
EC Delegation to
Georgia

EU Generalized System of Preferences + (GSP+)
for Georgia

2007http://www.delgeo.ec.europa.eu/en/publications/GSP+.pdf

EU EU Neighborhood Policy - EU Georgia Action Plan 2006http://www.delgeo.ec.europa.eu/en/trade/Booklet%20A4-2.pdf
FAO Country Profile, useful links http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/index.asp?lang=en&iso3=GEO&subj=3
FAO/Aquastat Country Profile, useful links 2008http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/countries/georgia/index.stm

GEPLAC Georgian Economic Trends Quarterly Publication
1995-
2008

http://www.geplac.org/eng/trends.php

GNIA Georgian Infrastructure Overview http://www.investingeorgia.org/sectors/infrastructure/
GNIA Investor Relation news http://www.investingeorgia.org/doing_business/investor_relations/
Government of
Georgia

Georgian Economy Overview March 2009 2009
http://www.investingeorgia.org/i2/Georgian_Economy_Master_Presentatio
n_090213.pdf

IFC Doing Business in Georgia 2008 2008
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/18_41_643929_DoingBusinessinGeor
gia2008.pdf

IMF Estonia versus Georgia 2008http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/cat/longres.cfm?sk=22324.0

IMF
Georgia: First Review Under the Stand-By
Arrangement—Staff Report

2009http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2009/cr0901.pdf

Library of
Congress

A Country Study: Georgia 1995http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/getoc.html

Library of
Congress

Business, Commerce, Economy : Georgia 2005
http://www.loc.gov/rr/international/amed/georgia/resources/georgia-
business.html

Merrill Lynch Economic Focus Georgia: roses and thorns 2008
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/18_41_927195_MerrillLynchEconomic
FocusonGeorgia2008.pdf

UNDP
Assessment of the impact of a potential Free Trade
Agreement between the EU and Georgia

2007http://undp.org.ge/new/files/24_14_117870_FTA-final.pdf

UNDP
Study of Economic Relations between Georgia and
Armenia

2008http://undp.org.ge/new/files/24_248_868263_cbc-eng.pdf

UNDP Georgia Human Development Report 2008http://undp.org.ge/new/files/24_278_524979_NHDR-08-ENG.pdf

UNDP
Support to the Modernization of the Vocational
Education and Training System

2007 http://undp.org.ge/new/files/project_files/VET2-prodoc.pdf

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: General

Publisher Title DateWeb Link

USAID
Georgia Competitiveness Initiative – Cluster
Assessment Baseline And Constraint Report

2004 http://georgia.usaid.gov/pdf/9.pdf

US Dept of State Background Note 2009http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/5253.htm

US Dept of State
Doing Business in Georgia: A Country Commercial
Guide for U.S. Companies

2005http://www.bisnis.doc.gov/bisnis/bisdoc/0701geccg.htm

US–Georgia
Trade &
Investment
Mission

Lists useful links 2007http://www.fas.usda.gov/icd/GeorgiaTradeMission07/index.asp

World Bank
Statistical handbook 1993 : states of the former
USSR (in Russian)

1992
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDS_IBank_Servlet?pcont=details
&menuPK=64154159&searchMenuPK=64154240&theSitePK=501889&eid
=000160016_20060125125200&siteName=IMAGEBANK

World Bank
Tough choices : observations on the political
economy of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia

2002
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2006/
03/13/000160016_20060313113935/Rendered/PDF/353710Bhatty120PolE
conCauc01PUBLIC1.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - Proposed supplemental credit to Georgia
for the fourth poverty reduction support operation

2008
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2008/
09/25/000333038_20080925030509/Rendered/PDF/452070PJPR0P111LY
10IDA1R20081027711.pdf

World Bank Enterprise Surveys Georgia: Country Profile 2008 2008
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2009/
01/28/000333038_20090128230435/Rendered/PDF/472560WP0GE0Ge10
Box334118B01PUBLIC1.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - An Integrated Trade Development
Strategy

2003
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2003/
12/16/000090341_20031216104201/Rendered/PDF/272640GE.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - Education System Realignment and
Strengthening Program Project; Implementation
Completion and Results Report.

2009
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2009/
01/07/000333037_20090107214121/Rendered/PDF/ICR9870P0551730Bo
x334115B01PUBLIC1.pdf

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Agribusiness General

Publisher Title DateWeb Link
Agrisystems Ltd/
Agricultural Devt.
Project

Assessment of the Competitiveness of Georgian
Agriculture

Final Report.doc

AgVantage
Description of agribusiness Private Sector Initiative
project activities

http://www.agvantage.org.ge/index.php?article_id=8&clang=0

BISNIS Overview of the Agricultural Sector in Georgia 2007 http://www.bisnis.doc.gov/bisnis/bisdoc/0705AgriGeorgia.htm

Dept of Statistics
of Georgia

Agriculture of Georgia 2007 2008 http://www.statistics.ge/_files/georgian/agriculture/agriculture%202007.pdf

FAO
Georgia ICT Infrastructure and Use in Agriculture;
Agriculture Policy, Research and Education
Organizations

2004 http://www.fao.org/docs/eims/upload/5080/georgiaictreport.pdf

FAO
Farm output, non-farm income and
commercialization in rural Georgia

2006 ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/009/ah758e/ah758e00.pdf

FAO
Georgia Country report on the state of the world’s
animal genetic resources

After
2000

ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/010/a1250e/annexes/CountryReports/Georgia.p
df

FAO Country Profile, useful links http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/index.asp?lang=en&iso3=GEO&subj=4

GNIA GNIA Agribusiness overview 2007
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/156_147_228727_GNIAAgribusinesso
verview.doc

GNIA Major investments in Agribusiness 2005-07
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/156_147_369764_MajorInvestments.d
oc

GNIA Georgian Agriculture Sector Overview http://www.investingeorgia.org/sectors/agriculture/

IFAD
Agricultural Comparative Advantage and Market
Chain Analysis

IFAD study.doc

Investment
Guide

Ten Reasons to Invest in Georgian Agriculture
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/156_147_528415_TenReasonstoInves
tinGeorgianAgriculture.doc

Investment
Guide

Food Industry http://www.investmentguide.ge/index.php?sec_id=182&lang_id=ENG

NRI
Bezemer, D. and Davis, Junior,The Rural Non-farm
Economy in Georgia: Overview of Findings

2003 http://www.nri.org/projects/rnfe/pub/papers/2729.pdf

RNFE
Several reports on rural non-farm economy in
Georgia

http://www.nri.org/projects/rnfe/papers.htm

UNDP
Establishment of the functional Policy Analysis Unit
in the Ministry of Agriculture project document

2009
http://undp.org.ge/new/files/project_files/MinAgrculture%20ProDoc%20Sca
n.pdf

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Agribusiness General

Publisher Title DateWeb Link

USAID
Georgia Market Reform And Agriculture
Assessment

2000 http://georgia.usaid.gov/pdf/14.pdf

USAID
Georgia Agricultural/Agribusiness Sector
Assessment

2001 http://georgia.usaid.gov/pdf/10.pdf

USAID
Georgia Land Market Development Activity (see
other reports http://www.aplr.org/?id=13&pid=302)

2006 http://www.aplr.org/files/2/nxhkm364h5.pdf

USAID
Assessment of Policy, Legal And Regulatory
Constraints Affecting Agribusiness in Georgia

2003-04 http://georgia.usaid.gov/pdf/4.pdf

USAID
Privatization Of Agricultural Land Remaining In
State Ownership

2003-04 http://georgia.usaid.gov/pdf/22.pdf

USAID
Investor Overview Of Nonalcoholic Beverage
Sector In Georgia

2007
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/182_168_534919_NonAlcoholicBever
ageSectorOverview.doc

World Bank
Georgia - Agriculture and food sector review : Main
report

1996
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/1996/
01/24/000009265_3961019120623/Rendered/PDF/multi_page.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - Agriculture and food sector review (Vol.
2) : Subsectoral analyses

1996
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/1996/
01/24/000009265_3961019120624/Rendered/PDF/multi0page.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - Rural Development Project Appraisal
Document

2005

http://www-
wds.worldbank.org/external/default/main?pagePK=64193027&piPK=64187
937&theSitePK=523679&menuPK=64187510&searchMenuPK=64187283
&siteName=WDS&entityID=000090341_20050429101649

World Bank
Georgia - Rural infrastructure in Georgia :
improving service delivery (Vol. 1 of 2) : Main report

2006
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2007/
01/10/000310607_20070110143603/Rendered/PDF/381991GE0ENGLISH
0Vol1.pdf

World Bank
Georgia - Rural infrastructure in Georgia :
improving service delivery (Vol. 2 of 2) : Annexes

2006
http://imagebank.worldbank.org/servlet/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2007/
01/10/000310607_20070110144411/Rendered/PDF/381991GE0ENGLISH
0Vol2.pdf

World Bank
Agricultural Research, Extension & Training Project
documents

2000-01
http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64283627&piPK
=73230&theSitePK=301746&menuPK=301777&Projectid=P065715

World Bank Rural Development Project documents 2005-07
http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64283627&piPK
=73230&theSitePK=301746&menuPK=301778&Projectid=P078544

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Plants & Crops

Publisher Title DateWeb Link
FAO Crop And Food Supply Situation In Georgia 1999 http://www.fao.org/DOCREP/004/X4126E/X4126E00.HTM

FAO/EBRD Protection of Georgian Wine Appellations 2008 ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/011/aj278e/aj278e01.pdf

FAO/WFP
FAO/WFP Crop And Food Supply Assessment
Mission To Georgia

2000 http://www.fao.org/DOCREP/004/X8174E/X8174E00.HTM

TDI Ltd. and
GEPA

Distribution Study for Georgian Wine in Germany distrib_study for Georgian wine in Germany.doc

USDA Georgia: Crop Production 2004 http://www.fas.usda.gov/pecad2/highlights/2003/11/georgia_25nov03/

USAID Hazelnuts value chain analysis Hazelnuts value chain analysis.doc

USAID/
AgVantage

Investment Opportunity in Mandarins http://www.bisnis.doc.gov/bisnis/bisdoc/0611investagge1.pdf

USAID Alcoholic Beverage Sector In Georgia 2008
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/182_168_786302_080206AlcoholicBe
verageSectorOverview.doc

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Meat, Fish & Dairy

Publisher Title DateWeb Link

FAO
Towards sustainable aquaculture development in
Georgia

2005 http://www.fao.org/world/georgia/tscfmd.pdf

FAO
Fisheries And Aquaculture In Georgia – Current
Status And Planning

2006 ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/009/j7599e/j7599e00.pdf

FAO Country Profile, useful links http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/index.asp?lang=en&iso3=GEO&subj=6

FAO/ Georgian
Marine Ecology
And Fisheries
Research
Institute

Review of the Current Status of Fisheries
Resources and Utilization in Georgia

2004 http://www.fao.org/world/georgia/review_fisheries_Georgia.doc

Investment
Guide

Fishery http://www.investmentguide.ge/index.php?sec_id=172&lang_id=ENG

Opto
International

Support to Milk and Dairy Sector Project 2006 2006 http://www.bisnis.doc.gov/bisnis/bisdoc/0609geDairy.pdf

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Forestry

Publisher Title DateWeb Link

FAO
Global Forest Resources Assessment Country
Report Georgia

2005 ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/010/aj022E/aj022E00.pdf

GNIA Industrial Forest In Georgia Sector Overview
2004-
2007

http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/171_149_256233_GNIAForestry.doc

Investment
Guide

Forestry http://www.investmentguide.ge/index.php?sec_id=171&lang_id=ENG

Ministry of
Environment
Protection and
Natural
Resources of
Georgia

Vision on Development of Forestry Sector in
Georgia

http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/171_149_232199_VisiononDevelopme
ntofForestrySectorinGeorgia_Eng.pdf

URS Corporation
Georgia Forest
Development
Project

Legal, Institutional And Economic Background Of
Georgia’s Forest Sector And General Principles Of
Total Economic Valuation Methods

Georgia-TEV-Methodology-Report1.doc

URS Corporation
Georgia Forest
Development
Project

Legal, Institutional And Economic Analysis, Forest
Resource Evaluation Methodology, Resource
Pricing Mechanisms And Worked Example Of
Forest Resources Economic Valuation For Oni
Forest District

Georgia-TEV-Methodology-Report2.doc

Major sources

– not exhaustive
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Existing reports and studies consulted: Industrial Sectors

Publisher Title DateWeb Link
GNIA General Description of Industrial Sector in Georgia http://www.investingeorgia.org/sectors/industrial_sector/

GNIA
Overview of Real Estate & Construction Industry in
Georgia

2007
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/158_156_425966_GNIAConstruction.d
oc

GNIA Cement Industry Overview GNIA 2007 http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/158_156_486533_GNIACement.doc

Investment
Guide

Construction Overview http://www.investmentguide.ge/index.php?sec_id=158&lang_id=ENG

USAID
Energy efficient construction materials sector
overview

2008
http://www.investmentguide.ge/files/158_156_874883_080328_AP_Energ
yEfficientCostructionMaterials.doc

Major sources

– not exhaustive




